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ABSTRACT
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF POLICE OFFICER ACQUITTALS: JURORS’
EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT RACISM
By
Donovan C. Kelley
University of New Hampshire, May, 2021

Less than .001% of cases involving police officers killing suspects result in trial
convictions; acquittals are significantly higher for Black victims than for White victims. The
purpose of this dissertation was to examine if explicit and implicit racism amongst jurors helped
explain why police officers are rarely convicted of murder, especially in cases with Black
victims. In a pilot study in which mock jurors read a trial summary involving an officer killing an
unarmed victim who was either Black or White, jurors were more likely acquit officers on trial
for killing a Black victim than a White victim. In Study 1, I developed an explicit racism scale
(CRIM) addressing contemporary racism issues. The CRIM was significantly associated with
direct explicit racism, indirect explicit racism, and political orientation measures. Study 2 used
explicit (CRIM) and implicit (IAT) measures to predict jury behavior in a 2x2 mock jury
experiment (victim race x officer race). Explicit (CRIM) but not implicit racism (IAT) predicted
jury behavior. Jurors high in explicit racism were more likely to acquit police officers of murder
than jurors low in explicit racism. The results from this dissertation clearly show that racism
measures need to be frequently updated to address contemporary issues of racism. The CRIM
was demonstrated to be a very effective measure of explicit racism (favorable to other measures)
and should be included in future research examining explicit racism

x

INTRODUCTION
In the United States, police officers kill approximately 1000 citizens in the line of duty
every year (Stinson, 2017). In the last five years, tensions between police officers and citizens
have increased steadily following several high-profile cases involving White police officers
shooting unarmed Black men (e.g., Michael Brown, Alton Sterling). Nearly 50% of individuals
killed by police officers in the United States between 2015 and 2018 were of minority status
(Conner et al., 2019; Peeples, 2019), even though racial minorities only represent 38.7% of the
U.S. population (US Census Bureau, 2018).
Despite consistent public outrage concerning disproportionate minority killings by police
(Pew Research, 2017), juries rarely hold police officers accountable; in fact, from 2005 to 2018,
only 82 police officers were charged with murder and only 29 officers were convicted of any
charges – not all of these convictions were murder convictions (Stinson, 2017). Implicit and
explicit racism are two components that might help explain why police officers are so rarely held
accountable for killing minorities.
Measuring implicit racism is extremely difficult. Many researchers have recently
abandoned the most widely used implicit measure, the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
(Greenwald et al., 1998), due to several significant methodological issues. For instance,
researchers demonstrated that participants intentionally manipulated their own scores to either
show or hide their implicit racism, especially when they knew the purpose of the test (Rohneret
al., 2013). The IAT fails to adequately address contextual information (many researchers argue
that it cannot address context at all) (Jost, 2019). Racism researchers consistently emphasize how
important context is in the formation or expression of racist or prejudicial beliefs (Salter et al.,
2017). Explicit racism is certainly easier to measure than implicit racism; however, most
researchers are still using racism scales that are nearly 40 years old (Henry & Sears, 2002;
1

McConahay, 1986). Right now, it is extremely important for legal researchers to study how
explicit racism relates to jury decision making – however, to understand how racism influences
jurors in modern society, there needs to be a measure that examines contemporary racist beliefs.
To identify contemporary racist beliefs or issues related to race, the recent news is a good place
to start.
The 2017 white supremacist rallies in Charlottesville, Virginia were eye opening for
many Americans, because they learned that racism was much more prominent than they thought.
The sad truth is that these rallies did not shock racism researchers across the country,
Researchers know that people’s behavior is racist, although they may not always express racist
views publicly. This is especially clear in the legal system, particularly with juries. For trials
involving a racial component or simply involving a minority defendant, attorneys will
presumably screen jurors out who display any deliberate (explicit) biases towards the minority
group of interest. They typically do this with only a few pointed questions and rarely use formal
assessments of implicit or explicit bias (Lee, 2015). Researchers have consistently demonstrated
that this system is clearly ineffective, and that racial minorities (specifically Black people)
receive unfair and unequal treatment (Cohn et al., 2012; Wineman, 2017). In many ways, this
problem in the United States judicial system is more of an implicit racism problem than an
explicit racism problem. Asking jurors directly if they are racist may not lead to them providing
an honest or accurate result.
Explicit measures, such as surveys or questionnaires, are not always effective in
identifying racial biases. One reason for this is that participants do not always answer survey
items truthfully – they may not feel comfortable revealing their true feelings about something,
especially for a sensitive topic like racism. Researchers Crowne and Marlowe (1960) identified
this issue as the social desirability bias. That is, when given explicit measures, participants may
2

be inclined to disguise their real biases and respond in a manner with which an external audience
would agree. This research accurately describes the current problem in which the voir dire
process so ineffectively identifies racist attitudes amongst jurors. Jurors may not wish to appear
racist for a number of reasons, in which case they may misrepresent their actual attitudes during
this process. Additionally, potential jurors may not even be aware of these biases, so when asked
directly if they have any biases towards Black defendants, they provide inaccurate responses.
Psychologists have been aware of this problem for a very long time. Webb et al. (1966)
introduced unobtrusive measures to psychological research in a deliberate effort to counteract the
effects of attitude misrepresentation. They presented alternative methods to elicit data from
research participants that more accurately and discretely measured individuals’ attitudes and
beliefs. Researchers eventually shifted their terminology from unobtrusive measurement to
implicit measurement – the measurement of internal and potentially unconscious attitudes or
beliefs. Years later, researchers developed arguably the most well-known implicit measurement
tool, the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). The purpose of this test is
for researchers to assess how quickly people sort words (White names vs. Black names with
either good or bad attributes) to determine the strength of associations. Therefore, the quicker a
participant sorts items, the stronger the association. Researchers have noted several major
drawbacks to using the IAT, such as issues with test-retest reliability (Bosson, Swann, &
Pennebaker, 2000) and the inability to address contextual information (Lassonde, Surla,
Buchanan, & O’Brien, 2012). Contextual information is an essential component for implicit
racism measurement. Unfortunately, researchers trying to examine the effects of implicit bias in
juries have only done so using the IAT or similar methods.
Researchers need to examine alternative implicit methodologies in legal research,
particularly with jury research. The contradiction paradigm (O’Brien & Albrecht, 1992) is a
3

potentially viable option that uses reading time as an implicit measure to assess participants’
stereotypical knowledge. Participants read a series of stories that are either consistent or
inconsistent with their beliefs or general world knowledge. This paradigm takes into
consideration the impact of contextual information by presenting participants with contextual
and detailed passages about various protagonists. Unlike the IAT, participants read stories that
may potentially activate in memory stereotypical knowledge about a given topic. In addition to
countering the IAT’s inability to address contextual stereotypes, prior research has not
demonstrated that the Contradiction Paradigm is susceptible to issues of test-retest reliability.
Researchers have utilized the contradiction paradigm to examine sexism and ageism (Lassonde,
2015; Lassonde, Surla, Buchanan, & O’Brien, 2012), replicating their findings across several
studies and demonstrating that it can identify biases. These researchers effectively identified
patterns in reading time disruption across several passages addressing information about ageism
and gender-occupation stereotypes. The prior success of the Contradiction Paradigm in
identifying various forms of biases is promising for researchers interested in implicit
measurement in general, but especially for researchers interested in implicit biases in the judicial
system.
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CHAPTER II
FORMATION OF RACIST OR PREJUDICIAL ATTITUDES
To understand how to measure explicit and implicit racism, it is critical to understand
how individuals form these beliefs. Examining the social, cognitive, and emotional influences of
racism can help researchers understand and improve explicit or implicit attitude measurement.
Our minds are constantly categorizing information that we process from the world around us
(Kassin et al., 2016). People engage in this process for everything they observe, including other
people. We engage in the process of social categorization by sorting people into groups based on
their similarities, such as age, gender, race, or even clothing style (Macrae et al., 1994). While
this process may help us navigate the world around us more efficiently, it may very well set the
foundation for the formation of stereotypes and prejudicial beliefs (Kemmelmeir & Chavez,
2014). Social categorization may lead us to form rigid definitions of ingroups (social groups that
provide people with a sense of belonging and identity) and outgroups (social groups that people
do not associate with feelings of belonging or identity) (Linville & Jones, 1980).
Researchers have demonstrated how rigid categorization can be a harmful process;
specifically, people who view race as being rigid are less likely to interact with outgroups and
are more likely to express acceptance of racial inequalities. As outgroups become increasingly
different from an individual’s perceptions of their ingroup they may begin to dehumanize
outgroup members (Haslam, 2015). Researchers find that many people with strict views of
ingroups and outgroups automatically associate outgroup members such as black men, low SES
individuals, and foreign citizens with animals such as dogs, rats, and apes (Costello & Hodson,
2014; Wilde et al., 2014). If people have fewer experiences with outgroups, they are more likely
to have these negative beliefs. When individuals associate certain outgroups with salient events,
they are likely to fall victim to the availability heuristic, which states that people estimate the
5

probability of something happening by how quickly it comes into memory (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973).
To illustrate, after experiencing a racially salient event like the O.J. Simpson trial, people
with racist beliefs about Black people (who also thought O.J. was guilty) demonstrated
significantly stronger racist attitudes following the verdict (Nier et al., 2000). The availability
heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) as well as social categorization can provide logical
explanations for the results of this study; people with racist attitudes towards Black people may
have very infrequent contact with Black people so they rely on what is most salient in memory
(O.J. Simpson trial) as a representation of all Black people or African Americans. These
individuals might then categorize all Black people as being criminals because (a) they are
overestimating the likelihood of this due to salient memories, and (b) limited experiences with
Black people have resulted in a negative, dehumanized reference for categorization (Costello &
Hodson, 2014; Wilde et al., 2014). This may also lead these individuals to make assertions that
the judicial system needs to be harsher towards Black people, a belief many White people
reportedly held following the acquittal (Washington, 2000). Not being able to identify attitudes
like this during the Voir Dire process could lead to a blatantly unfair or racially biased trial,
demonstrating a clear violation of a defendant’s constitutional rights to an impartial trial.
Cognitive sources of prejudice also explain why individuals continue to maintain these
prejudiced beliefs over time. Conformation bias (Nickerson, 1998; Wason, 1960), which is the
tendency for people to seek out information that supports their arguments or beliefs, while
avoiding sources that may suggest otherwise, exemplifies this. For instance, confirmation bias
could lead individuals with racist attitudes about Black people to read news stories about Black
people acquitted of murder, while ignoring all of the research demonstrating how unfairly and
unequally juries treat Black defendants as compared to White defendants. On top of this,
6

Anderson (1995) would argue that people maintain prejudicial beliefs due to belief perseverance,
such that, even after being discredited, people will hold onto their beliefs and opinions. For
instance, prejudiced individuals likely maintain negative beliefs towards Black people even after
discovering that all the crime stories they read about in the news were fake. Not all instances of
prejudice are calculated or cognitive in nature; sometimes prejudice occurs as an emotional
reaction.
Scapegoat theory is an excellent example of how racist attitudes and beliefs may result
from emotional events. This theory suggests that people use prejudice or racism as an outlet for
anger by finding someone or some group to blame (Cialdini & Richardson, 1980; Crocker et al.,
1987). After the attacks on September 11th, 2001, stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, and
deliberate acts of violence against Muslims-Americans increased worldwide at an alarming rate
(Lee et al., 2009; Dunkel, 2002; Pyszczynski et al., 2003). Hate crimes against African
Americans also dramatically increased during and after the O.J. Simpson case (Umoh, 2019). In
both situations, people arguably funneled their negative beliefs into who they believed to be a
common enemy to their ingroup.
Emotions can also exacerbate the effects of prejudice or racism depending on the context
of a given situation. For instance, researchers have highlighted how temporary frustrations
intensify prejudicial beliefs (Glick, 2002). People demonstrate increased prejudicial beliefs when
researchers require them to think about difficult topics such as death (Greenberg & Arndt, 2012).
Webster and Saucier (2011) demonstrated how heterosexual men showed significantly more
discrimination toward gay men if they had just written a prompt about the afterlife and their
predictions for life after death as opposed to individuals who wrote prompts about going to the
dentist.

7

Social sources of prejudice build on both emotional sources of prejudice and cognitive
sources of prejudice. For instance, one social theory that incorporates emotional and cognitive
influences of prejudice is social dominance theory (Pratto et al., 1994). People with a social
dominance orientation wish to see their ingroup as being dominant over other outgroups and are
willing to adopt cultural values that encourage oppression over outgroups. These desires are
ultimately driven by a fear of outgroups. Levin et al. (2013) suggest that outgroup derogation and
dehumanization is particularly high for individuals with a social dominance orientation. Social
dominance orientation consistently correlates with explicit attitudes of racism and sexism. In
legal research, social dominance orientation predicts harsher sentencing for racial minorities than
for members of the majority ingroup (Kunst et al., 2017). Understanding cognitive, social, and
emotional sources of prejudice helps illustrate how previous researchers developed successful or
unsuccessful measures of explicit and implicit attitudes. Researchers developing new measures
of implicit or explicit bias can help elucidate participants’ true racial attitudes by deliberately
tapping into these sources.
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CHAPTER III
MEASURING EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT RACIAL ATTITUDES
Explicit racial attitudes. Researchers have been arguing for decades on how exactly to
measure explicit attitudes of racism. Along the way, they have come up with a multitude of
different scales to address issues from previous scales and respond to a change in social climate
that rendered old measures obsolete. Biernat and Crandall (1999) compiled a list of 18 racial
attitudes scales spanning several decades that they categorized into five different groups: (1) oldfashioned measures of out-group attitudes, (2) modern measures of out-group attitudes, (3) the
hybrid measure, (4) measures of racial stereotypes, and (5) prejudiced-related worldviews.
Biernat and Crandall (1999) classified five different measures as being “old-fashioned”, due to
their blunt, nonobvious question asking. This distinction stemmed from Pettigrew and Meertens’
(1995) distinction between measuring blatant and subtle prejudice (the hybrid measure). Biernat
and Crandall (1999) categorized the highly influential Multifactor Facial Attitudes Inventory
(MRAI) (Woodmansee & Cook, 1967) as being an “old-fashioned” measure. This scale
distinguished thirteen different dimensions (subscales) which contribute to a larger notion of
racial attitudes: integration-segregation policy, acceptance in close relationships, inferiority,
superiority, interracial contacts, derogatory beliefs, local autonomy, private rights, acceptance in
status-superior relationships, gradualism, interracial marriage, approaches to racial equality, and
black militancy. Although the researchers created a short form in 1977, the field eventually
abandoned this approach due to its length and overcomplicated definitions.
The Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay, Hardee, & Batts, 1981) was included
into the “modern measures” subdivision (Biernat & Crandall, 1999). This scale is arguably the
most widely used racial attitudes scale of all time. The MRS attempted to stray away from the
blunt language used in scales from the previous two decades, and instead aimed at identifying
9

what they deemed to be “symbolic racism”. They argued that the MRS differed from “oldfashioned” views supporting deliberate mistreatment of Black people; the MRS sought to
identify a person who believed that racial inequality no longer existed and felt that the
government was giving too much “respect” to Black people. The logic behind the creation of this
scale got researchers closer to identifying implicit racism. Biernat and Crandall (1999) separated
the measures in the racial stereotypes category due to their distinction that they are only looking
at the extent to which people endorse overall traits they believe Black people have, rather than
giving opinions about how to treat Black people. Finally, the measures included in the
“prejudice-related world views” do not focus on one race or ethnic group. Instead, these
measures assess people’s preference to be a part of a social hierarchy, where their ingroup is
superior to all others. The social dominance orientation (Pratto et al., 1994) measure falls into
this category.
All of these different scales are certainly helpful and continue to influence racism
research. However, they have certain unavoidable flaws, making them difficult to rely on heavily
or consistently. These issues not only hinder researchers but also those trying to apply these
measures in real-world scenarios (e.g., jury selection, job interviews, etc.).
Issues with explicit attitudes measures. There are several major concerns involving the
use of explicit measures of racial attitudes. First, researchers cannot seem to agree on a
consistent definition of explicit racial attitudes, resulting in most scales being “contaminated” in
one way or another. For instance, the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay et al., 1981) conflates
issues of political ideology with specific attitudes towards Black people. However, due to scale
construction, these are not included as separate subscales. This scale conflates government
intervention with racism – therefore, someone who is truly not racist (perhaps a Black
respondent) but does not believe in major government intervention as a political stance,
10

ultimately cannot maintain a low score on this scale. Considering how influential this scale was,
several other researchers have also conflated their racial attitudes definitions with political
orientation (e.g. Sidanius et al.,1991; Jacobsen, 1985).
Another major concern for explicit measures and specifically noted for the MRS
(McConahay et al., 1981) is that even when they are not deliberately asking for people’s racial
opinions, they are still not “nonreactive” measures. McConahay et al. (1981) claimed that the
MRS was a nonreactive measure; yet, Fazio et al. (1995) disputed that claim in a series of studies
that showed that responses changed significantly depending on the number of people present and
the race of the experimenter.
The issue of obtaining consistently accurate answers from explicit measurement tools,
such as questionnaires, has been a frequent concern for psychologists (Crowne & Marlowe,
1960; Wiggins & Rumrill, 1959). Specifically, psychologists discovered that participants often
answered dishonestly with or without realizing it when it came to completing explicit measures.
This issue was especially common when asking individuals about highly personal information or
sensitive information such as someone’s attitudes towards minorities or women. As discussed
above, researchers currently refer to this as social desirability bias – this occurs when
participants answer questions in a manner that they believe others (experiments, people near
them etc.) will view favorably. Two groups of researchers addressed this problem separately.
Crowne and Marlowe (1960) developed a scale that measured whether participants were
answering explicit scales in a socially desirable manner. This scale provided useful information
for identifying participants who were likely being misleading with their answers; however, this
scale did not provide a way to identify participants’ attitudes accurately. Other researcher lobbied
for implementing nonreactive or unobtrusive measurement.
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Implicit racial attitudes. Webb et al., (1966) brought forth the concept of using
unobtrusive measures in psychology. More specifically, the researchers suggested various ways
to elicit data from research participants that did not involve explicit measurement but might
reflect a more accurate portrayal of an individual’s attitudes or beliefs. Examples of unobtrusive
measures included physical distance (distance between people in a waiting room), physical
evidence left behind (erosion of floor tiles), and hidden recording hardware. Gaertner and
Dovidio (1986) reiterated this notion, as well as the social desirability bias argument in their
famous chapter “The Aversive Form of Racism”. They argued that developing explicit measures
that could identify aversive racists were virtually impossible. Aversive racism occurs when
White people do not demonstrate having any explicit biases towards Black people yet still harbor
hidden or implicit beliefs about minorities that have discriminatory effects. Aversive racists
typically view themselves as being nondiscriminatory or unbiased towards Black people; they
would likely score low in explicit racism yet high on implicit measures.
This seminal work ultimately led researchers to develop additional ways to measure
attitudes unobtrusively, as well as implicit information. Implicit information is unconscious or
introspectively inaccessible representations that people withhold (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995).
Researchers theorized that implicit measures reduce individuals’ capacity to control their
answers, and thus, did not require participant introspection for the assessment (Gawronski, et al. ,
2007). While other researchers attempted to use reaction time indexes to kick start implicit
attitude research (Sniderman et al., 1991; Wittenbrink et al.,1997), the Implicit Association Test
(IAT) (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) became the most notable implicit attitude assessment.
As previously stated, the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) is
arguably the most well-known implicit measurement tool that currently exists. The IAT
measures the strength of associations participants make between concepts (e.g., Black people,
12

White people) and evaluations (e.g., good, bad) or racial stereotypes (e.g., intelligence, physical).
People with a bias towards Black people would be quicker to categorize Black names when they
were paired with physical adjectives and slower to categorize Black names with intelligence
adjectives (Amodio & Devine, 2006). The IAT also tested the association between images
(faces) and evaluations (good, bad) as well. The IAT has been widely popular in social
psychological research for over twenty years – there are iterations of the IAT that test a variety
of biases. For instance, there are IAT tests that assess biases towards Native Americans, LGBTQ
individuals, or people with disabilities (Project Implicit, 2020).
Researchers noted several major drawbacks to using the IAT, including such as issues
with test-retest reliability (Bosson et al., 2000) and the inability to address contextual
information (Lassonde et al., 2012). Racism researchers consistently emphasize how important
context is in the formation or expression of racist or prejudicial beliefs (Salter et al., 2017).
Contextual information plays an important role in stereotyping or biases, because these beliefs
might only emerge in certain contexts. For example, someone might not activate stereotypical
knowledge about Black people if they simply see a Black man and his child walking in a park in
the daytime. However, if this person sees a Black man walking alone in a park at night, they
might stereotype them as being dangerous or as a criminal. The IAT simply cannot address the
complexity of the contextual information involved in this passage. Other researchers (Jost, 2019)
argue that the IAT cannot address true contextual information at all. The only IATs that can
conceivably address context are image-based IATs – and image-based IATs consistently yield
significantly smaller effects (Foroni & Bel-Bahar, 2010).
Among the most concerning issues are that participants’ ability to fake or willingly
choose the outcome they desire on the IAT. For instance, researchers demonstrated that
participants intentionally manipulated their own scores to either show or hide their implicit
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racism, especially when they knew the purpose of the test (Rohner et al., 2013). Therefore,
simply knowing about the IAT (the most famous implicit measurement assessment on the planet)
can easily result in skewed data. While the IAT could be very useful in these specific instances,
its limitations justify seeking alternative implicit measurement tools.
Cognitive psychologists developed the Contradiction Paradigm as a measure of reading
comprehension (O’Brien & Albrecht, 1992). This paradigm uses participants’ reading times as
an implicit measure of information active in memory. The paradigm assesses memory activation
of participants’ general world knowledge by measuring reading times for a series of passages.
More specifically, this paradigm allows researchers to measure participants’ reading times for
specific sentences called target sentences and compare them across multiple passages (Albrecht
& O’Brien, 1993). The target sentences are intended to either conflict with information
previously stated in the passage or with the participants’ general world knowledge of a given
subject. As the target sentence is encoded, it sends a signal to memory. If the activated
information from memory is inconsistent with a participants’ general world knowledge or
stereotypical knowledge, then there will be a disruption (slow down) in their reading time. This
paradigm is a valid implicit measurement tool because reading the text will activate the reader’s
stereotypical knowledge, regardless of their intentions (Lassonde, 2015).
Although cognitive researchers developed the contradiction paradigm within the context
of reading comprehension assessment, other researchers started expanding into areas of social
psychological research. For instance, researchers used the contradiction paradigm to assess
implicit ageism and sexism (Lassonde, 2015; Lassonde et al., 2012). Future racism research
should use the contradiction paradigm as an implicit measurement tool. Specifically, legal
researchers interested in identifying the effects that implicit racial biases have on trial outcomes
must consider implementing the contradiction paradigm.
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CHAPTER IV
RACISM IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Racism involving police officer decision making. Police officers make high-stakes
decisions, under stress, on a routine basis. Police work is often stressful and requires demanding
cognitive appraisals of situations and ultimately errorless execution of extremely difficult tasks.
Oftentimes, these tasks require police officers to make decisions like whether to use lethal force;
this is a common decision for police officers in the United States. There were only 23 days in
2018 where police officers did not use lethal force in the United States (Mapping Police
Violence, 2019). Between 2016 and 2018, police officers killed 12 people who had a toy gun in
their possession that an officer thought was real – 66% of these victims were minorities
(Washington Post Police Shooting Database, 2016; 2017; 2018). At the same time, in the last
decade, approximately 54 police officers were shot and killed each year in the line of duty,
though this number has decreased in recent decades (i.e., as compared to 1960s-2000s; Law
Enforcement Officers Fatality Report, 2018). According to reports by the Washington Post,
nearly 50% of individuals killed by police officers in the United States between 2015 and 2018
were of minority status (Washington Post Police Shooting Database 2015; 2016; 2017; 2018),
even though the US is approximately 76.6% White (US Census Bureau, 2018). Further, 58.6% of
unarmed victims were minorities; individuals of minority status represented 62.46% of people
killed while attempting to run away from police officers on foot (Washington Post, 2016, 2017,
2018).
Social media engagement and coverage regarding the Black Lives Matter movement was
associated with an increased risk of deadly victimization for both police officers and minorities
(Bejan et al., 2018). According to the BPS model, individuals who are traditionally low in status
or power (here proponents of BLM) are likely to demonstrate threat-like patterns of cognitive
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appraisals and cardiovascular responding during encounters with those traditionally higher in
status or power (i.e., police officers). At the same time, the higher-status police officers are being
exposed to media coverage of people publicly challenging the legitimacy of their status, which
increases the likelihood that they too produce threat-like patterns of cardiovascular responding
during encounters with civilians and suspects. With both sides threatened, encounters between
police and the public are more likely to lead to non-optimal decision-making and behavior on
both sides of the status hierarchy, with potentially lethal consequences. Unfortunately, even after
police officers blatantly murder unarmed minority victims, juries still have an extremely hard
time convicting – why is this the case? To answer that question, it is important to examine how
different forms of racism influence jury decision making in general, not just for police.
Implicit and explicit racism in juries. Racial biases emerge in a few different ways in
the courtroom. The most studied and reported instances of biases involve minority defendants.
Cases like Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado give insight into what can happen behind closed doors
during jury deliberation. In this case, two members of the jury reported that another juror said
deliberately racist things about Mexican men. The racist juror suggested that if you are a
Mexican accused of violence or sexual assault, you are automatically guilty. The Colorado
Supreme Court ultimately denied Pena-Rodriguez’s attempts for a new trial with a truly impartial
jury. Legal researchers have consistently reported significant racial differences in number of
convictions, length or harshness of sentencing, and capital punishment decisions (Cohn et al.,
2011; Baldus et al., 1998; Leippe et al., 2016; Mustard, 2001; Williams et al., 2007).
Researchers using the Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay et al., 1981)
demonstrated in a few studies how explicit racial biases predicted jury behavior. For example,
Dovidio et al. (1997) found that, explicit racial bias on the MRS predicted guilt ratings in two
separate mock-trials involving a Black defendant. Dovidio et al. (1997) reported similar effects
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regarding the MRS and verdicts; however, they additionally found that the MRS predicted
significantly higher requests for capital punishment for cases involving Black defendants as
opposed to White defendants. Wittenbrink et al. (1997) found that individuals with high MRS
scores attributed significantly higher blame to Black defendants. Unsurprisingly, when mockjurors reviewed the O.J. Simpson trial, those with the highest MRS scores were most likely to
assign O.J. a guilty verdict (Brigham & Wasserman, 1999; Murray et al., 1997).
Additionally, researchers Lynch and Haney (2009) reported that another potential factor
connected to mistreatment of Black defendants is mock trial participants’ understanding or
comprehension of the instruction. Specifically, jurors that struggled to comprehend the task were
more likely to recommend capital punishment for Black defendants than high-comprehension
jurors were. This study also found that jurors viewed pro-defense evidence as being more
relevant when the defendant was White as opposed to Black. Participants were also significantly
more likely to misuse the mitigating pro-defense evidence (viewed as punitive) when the
defendant was Black.
Research involving explicit racial biases is not always clear-cut. In many cases,
researchers find interesting distinctions between explicit racial attitudes and jury behavior
(Dasgupta & Asgari, 2004). For instance, several researchers have identified a consistent pattern
in which jurors report having extremely positive attitudes towards Black people, but they engage
in behavior more aligned with negative attitudes (Dasgupta & Asgari, 2004). Researchers have
discovered similar discrepancies in research on inadmissible evidence. Johnson et al. (1995)
examined how manipulating the defendant’s race influenced jurors’ proclivity to include
inadmissible evidence into their verdict assessments. The researchers found that while there was
no difference between Black and White defendants for admissible wire-tap evidence, jurors were
significantly more likely to disregard incriminating but inadmissible wire-tap evidence for White
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defendants than for Black defendants. Jurors were more willing to break the rules to ensure a
guilty verdict when the defendant was Black. Hodson et al. (2005) argued that this discrepancy
was attributable to aversive racism (Gaertner & Dovidio, 1986). In other words, jurors complied
with the judge’s instructions to ignore the incriminating but inadmissible evidence when the
defendant was White. Hodson et al. (2005) replicated Johnson et al.’s (1995) study; however,
they changed the wire-tap evidence to DNA evidence. Consistent with Johnson et al.’s (1995)
findings, Hodson et al. (2005) found that in the condition where incriminating evidence was
deemed inadmissible, Black defendants were more likely to be found guilty than White
defendants. Additionally, Black defendants received longer sentence recommendations; juries
viewed them as being more likely to recidivate and as having significantly lower chances of
rehabilitation than White defendants. Essentially, all of these odd discrepancies in these jury
studies are tapping into the same effect in different ways – implicit racial bias.
While there is a wealth of evidence demonstrating the undeniable presence of racial
biases in the American judicial system (Sommers, 2007), there is not enough research on how to
reduce jurors’ biases. The research on reducing biases is conflicted. Researchers previously
illustrated that in certain instances jury deliberation reduces jury biases (Foley & Pigott, 2002;
Sommers, 2006). An important distinction for these findings is that deliberation only reduced
biases when there was a multiracial jury (Dovidio et al., 2007; Sommers, 2006). This finding is
consistent across multiple studies – all-white juries are simply not as effective and fair with
deliberation as multiracial juries. However, other options provide a more controlled
manipulation; for instance, manipulating the content presented throughout the trial.
The IAT in jury research. Researchers have only used the IAT (Greenwald & Banaji,
1995) to attempt to examine implicit racial biases amongst juries – none of these researchers
included a separate implicit measure for reference either. However, it is important to discuss one
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paper from SSRN (Elek & Angor, 2014) because it exemplifies how flawed research can mislead
unknowing readers. The researchers running this study had 1,000 people online take the IAT, an
explicit measure, and read a trial transcript. The authors did not offer any insight (power
analysis) as to why they ran so many subjects, especially considering that they only ran a few ttests and correlations. Additionally, their significant correlations were predominantly around .05
level. Most interestingly, nearly all the participants in the study (90%) demonstrated having a
significant racial bias against Black people. The researchers did not address any of these red
flags, and unfortunately, individuals writing about the IAT in jury research for Law Review
journals cited their work as evidence for implementing the IAT into the voir dire process.
Interestingly, there are a large number of articles from various law journals (e.g. NYU
Law Review, UC Ervine Law Review etc.) arguing vehemently in favor of using the IAT during
the voir dire process. Roberts (2012) is among the only law review researcher to point out that
these plans are perhaps a bit misguided. Levinson et al. (2015) created their own IAT for race,
examining the associations between “guilty and not guilty” and “Black and White” names. They
also ran the standard Black/White IAT. While they found significant individual results for each
IAT, these two did not correlate. The researchers argued that this made sense, while I would
probably assume that negative attitudes about Black people would correlate with guilt
expectations about Black people. Much like the SSRN paper from Elek and Angor (2014) this
study from Levinson et al. (2015) is missing a lot of critical information that a proper channel
(empirical journal article) needs to address before other scholars interpret their findings.
The only IAT article that appears in an empirical journal article (Morrison et al., 2016)
compared the screening processes of the IAT and actual attorneys during a mock voir dire
process. They sought to determine if the IAT does identify biased people that slip through their
screening. Across several trials, trained legal professionals identified the same participants as the
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IAT in terms of who to screen out and kept the participants that the IAT did not screen out.
These results seem to suggest that trained professionals are equally adept at identifying biases as
the IAT. Another interpretation is that the IAT is not identifying implicit biases but explicit
biases, something that attorneys can identify. It is hard to imagine that an attorney could
consistently identify individuals with implicit biases by merely asking questions.
Across the board, these IAT studies involving the jury process or jury selection quite
clearly indicate that additional research on implicit biases is needed urgently. Researchers need
to branch out and try novel and creative methodologies like the Contradiction Paradigm (O’Brien
& Albrecht, 1992). Another alternative could be for researchers to try something even more
creative like a shoot/don’t shoot task (Correll et al., 2002). Researchers have shown that
individuals with potential implicit biases are more likely to misidentify minority suspects as
armed with a deadly weapon than White suspects in a lab-based shoot/don’t shoot task (Correll
et al., 2002; 2007). Although these studies typically test for implicit racial biases amongst police
officers, it is worthwhile to see if it predicts biased jury behavior. At the very least, researchers
need to conduct more experiments using the IAT, forcing them to go through the rigorous peerreview process of an empirical journal dedicated to psychological science, not just the law.
Gaps in the literature. There is extensive research on racial biases in the legal system,
for instance, there is substantial research on examining racial biases in mock-juries. While
previous reviews shared starkly conflicting results (Mazzella & Feingold, 1994; Sweeney &
Haney, 1992), a separate meta-analysis (Mitchell et al., 2005) suggests that there is indeed a
significant effect of racial bias in mock-jury decision making when dealing with minority
defendants. However, as I noted earlier, preliminary research exists looking at the role that
implicit bias plays in mock-juror decision making; most of the research on racial biases amongst
jurors deals with explicit biases, however. Outside of racial biases in juries, researchers examine
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perceptions of police officers as eyewitnesses (Cole, 2018), implicit biases in police decision
making tasks (ex. See Correll et al., 2007 for review), perceptions of police officer shooting
justifications with and without body cameras (Culhane et al.,2016), and most recently, research
on the effects of victim race on police officer acquittals (Huff et al., 2018).
To my knowledge, there is no current research that combines several of these factors
together to ask an incredibly important question – does implicit bias or explicit bias predict
police officer conviction rates? While Huff et al. (2018) attempted to address part of this
question, they left out very crucial components – they did not measure explicit or implicit bias.
The researchers simply tested whether the race of a victim (shot by a police officer) affects the
likelihood of conviction when the shooting was justified or unjustified. While they did find an
effect of race, the most important question remains unanswered – do current measures of racial
bias accurately predict these biased jury decisions? My extensive research has led me to believe
that no experiments examine this important question. Therefore, my dissertation research
provided a unique and quite necessary contribution to the field of racial bias in juries,
specifically, when dealing with a police officer defendant. The purpose of this dissertation was to
try to understand how these behaviors go unpunished.
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CHAPTER V
CURRENT RESEARCH
There were three overarching goals of my dissertation research. The first was to examine
whether different forms of racism (direct explicit, indirect explicit, and implicit) affected jurors’
verdicts for a case involving a police officer fatally shooting an unarmed victim. I manipulated
key elements of the case summary such as the victim’s race, the police officer’s race, and the age
of the victim to examine if different conditions yielded different verdict decisions or racism
scores. I used several validated measures of direct explicit racism and indirect explicit racism in
addition to two novel measures I created for the purposes of this study. This led me to the next
overarching goal of the proposed research: scale development.
The second overarching goal of my dissertation was to construct two updated measures
of racism towards Black Americans. Some of the most widely used racism scales in modern
psychological research are antiquated, failing to address relevant sources of racial tension that
have come to light in recent years. Additionally, these scales, such as the Modern Racism Scale
(MRS) (McConahay, 1986) or the Symbolic Racism Scale (Henry & Sears, 2002) focus heavily
on issues such as affirmative action while ignore pertinent issues such as tensions surrounding
police officers’ repeated and systemic mistreatment of Black Americans. Part of the problem is
that these scales are just too short (the MRS is only seven items) to capture something as
extensive and far-reaching as racism towards Black Americans. The scales that I created for my
dissertation are substantially longer and designed to address many different components of
racism that are pertinent to the current population of the United States. Part of this process of
validating my new scales included comparing the results of these measures to related, but more
widely accepted scales that identify a more indirect form of racism, such as Social Dominance
Orientation or Right-Wing Authoritarianism. Finally, I compared the results of all of these
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measures to participants’ scores on the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald & Benaji, 1996),
the most widely known measure of implicit racism in psychological science. I must note,
however, that a significant number of scientists question whether the IAT is truly an implicit
measure, an idea that I addressed in the final overarching goal of my dissertation: evaluation of
the IAT and its ability to predict behavior accurately.
The final overarching goal of my dissertation research was to assess the IAT and
determine if it predicted patterns of jury behavior consistent with implicit or aversive racism.
Very few, if any, researchers examine how implicit racism predicts jury behavior – particularly
about police violence towards minorities. There is a clear problem in the United States legal
system because jurors with clandestine racist attitudes make it through the voir dire process
undetected and serve on juries. When these jurors are asked questions about whether that they
have racist tendencies, they vehemently deny any such notion; however, their behavior (in the
form of a verdict or suggested sentence) ultimately suggests otherwise. While the idea of using
the IAT in the voir dire process has been raised in various academic articles or law reviews,
researchers have yet to see if implicit racism (in the form of an IAT rest) predicts jury decision
making. Therefore, a goal of this dissertation was to try to examine this very question using
mock-jurors reading about a police-involved homicide case.
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VI
PILOT STUDY
The purpose of the pilot study was to test the case summary stimulus in addition to
testing several direct explicit and indirect explicit measures of racism. I also wanted to test how
mock jurors treated police officer defendants based on the race of an unarmed victim they shot
and killed. Listed below are the three hypotheses for this pilot study.
1. Direct explicit racism and indirect explicit racism were positively correlated.
2. Juries would be more likely to convict the police officer of second-degree murder
when the victim was White as opposed to Black.
3. Juries were more likely to consider police officer testimony when the victim was Black
than when the victim was White.
Method
Participants
There were 90 participants in this pilot study. The sample was 67% female, 86% White,
with a mean age of 19.5 (SD =1.25). I eliminated four participants from the dataset for either
failing manipulation checks or taking the survey in 10 minutes or under.
I used the software GPower to determine the minimum sample size needed to detect an
effect. Participants were recruited using the University of New Hampshire online subject pool for
psychological research (SONA) – this system has students participate in research studies in
exchange for course credits. Alternative assignments were made available for participants who
opted out of the research study.
Materials
Case Summary. Participants were given a case summary involving a police officer on
trial for murder who shot an unarmed victim. I manipulated the race of the victim (Black vs.
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White). This summary included descriptions of the opening statements, testimonies, and closing
statements. The first testimony was from a citizen who heard the interaction between the police
officer and the victim but did not see anything. The next testimony was from a friend of the
victim, describing him as a good person who occasionally got into legal trouble. Next, there was
the testimony from the defendant; here the police officer described what happened on the night
of the shooting and why he felt it was necessary to use deadly force. The final testimony was
from a friend of the defendant (fellow police officer), who described the defendants’ character as
a police officer. In this testimony, the witness highlighted that the defendant had never been
formally charged with anything but had a few instances of losing his temper on duty over the last
few years. The summary ended with closing statements from the prosecution and defense where
participants were provided with a reminder of all the evidence and information from the
testimonies. The summary concluded with written directions from a judge, instructing the jury on
how to lawfully deliberate and reach a verdict. The judge also explained the difference between
first degree murder, second degree murder, and manslaughter.
Jury Measures. After reading through the entire summary, jurors were asked to provide
answers to several questions regarding their beliefs about the case. First, jurors were asked to
provide an initial verdict (Guilt, Not Guilty). They were also asked to indicate how certain they
were (0-10) in their decision. Next, jurors were instructed to rate how much each of the four
testimonies (0-10) factored into their decision making.
Modern Racism Scale (MRS). Participants completed the Modern Racism Scale
(McConahay, 1986) after finishing their verdict decisions. I used this as a measure of direct
explicit racism. The MRS consists of seven items; a review of the MRS (Morrison & Kiss, 2017)
suggests that this is a reliable scale (α=.70). An example item is, “Black people are getting too
demanding in their push for equal rights”. Participants were asked to respond from one to four
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(1= strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree). For the pilot, the average MRS score was 1.85 (SD =
1.31); the scale had similar reliability to what Morrison and Kiss (2017) suggested, with an
α=.68.
Social Dominance Orientation Scale (SDO). I also included the Social Dominance
Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994) measure, which served as an indirect explicit racism scale.
People who scored highly on SDO maintained that social/cultural hierarchies are normal,
inevitable, and desirable. The SDO consists of 16-items that assess participants’ agreement with
this social dominance ideology. An example item is, “Inferior groups should stay in their place”
(Pratto et al., 1994). A review (Friske & North, 2015) of the SDO scale found that it had solid
reliability across multiple studies (α=.83). For the pilot, the average SDO score was 1.99 (SD =
1.51); the scale had lower reliability than what Friske and North (2015) suggested, with α=.75.
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to conditions where I varied the race (White vs.
Black) of the unarmed victim in the summary. To manipulate race, participants saw a picture of
White or Black victim before reading the summary. Participants read through the summary of the
case in a series of text blocks presented via PowerPoint by me or another researcher; this way I
could control how quickly participants read through the summary, decreasing the likelihood of
skim or skip reading. The summary took approximately 20 minutes to read. At the end of the
summary, participants were given a Qualtrics link to complete the survey. In addition to filling
out demographic information, jury measures, and the racism scales, participants also filled out
manipulation check questions. Here, participants were required to identify the race of the victim,
the profession of the defendant, and the type of crime committed. This survey took
approximately 15 minutes to complete. Upon completion, participants were given a debriefing
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form and awarded one SONA credit – students who opted out of the research study had the
option to complete a separate assignment for credit.
Results and Discussion
My first hypothesis was that the Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay, 1986)
would be positively correlated with Social Dominance Orientation (SDO) (Pratto et al., 1994).
MRS and SDO were moderately correlated (r = 0.42, p < .05). This suggested that the direct
explicit racism and indirect explicit racism are measuring related constructs. While conceptually
different concepts, I expected these to still have a stronger relationship. This low correlation
supports the argument for updated measures of both IER and DER – measures that are
moderately correlated that address current sources of racial inequality. It was unclear if the two
measures I included (MRS and SDO) were each actually measuring DER and IER accurately –
this prompted me to increase the number of racism scales in the next two studies.
The second hypothesis was that juries would be more likely to convict the police officer
of second-degree murder when the victim was White as opposed to Black. The results showed
that the participants in the White victim condition (M = 3.37, SD = 2.21) compared to the
participants in the Black victim condition (M = 2.24, SD = 1.04) demonstrated significantly
higher likelihood of conviction scores, t(89) = 2.67, p < .01. This suggested that participants
were significantly less likely to convict an officer when the victim was Black. The results here
are consistent with the literature on this subject – police officers are rarely held accountable for
their actions, especially when victims are Black.
Finally, I hypothesized that jurors would be more likely to consider the officer’s
testimony when the victim was Black – indicating that they were more likely to believe the
officer over the victim when the victim was Black as opposed to White. There was no significant
effect of victim race on consideration of officer testimony in making their verdict, t(89) = .34.
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This suggested that there was no effect of victim race on the weight of police officer testimony
on verdict decision making. One possible explanation for this lack of a finding could be that
there were different motives for their reasoning – more specifically worded questions might have
helped this problem.
Another drawback of this pilot study was the strength of the evidence against the
unarmed victim in the case summary, in addition to the evidence supporting the officer’s case.
This summary unintendedly portrayed the police officer as being too normal of an officer - minor
problems, but generally clean record. Additionally, I included in the summary that the victim had
a handgun in his car at the time of the arrest. So, while the suspect as “unarmed” at the time of
being shot, he did have a firearm close by. I believe these factors may have unfairly influenced
participants’ verdicts. For these reasons, I edited the summary quite a bit (more details in study
two), with the hopes of creating a more ambiguous case. I concluded that before I used a case
summary in an experiment again, I needed to expand my research on explicit racism to determine
the best measures for predicting jury behavior.
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VII
STUDY 1
The purpose of the first study was to test if additional direct explicit and indirect explicit
measures, as well as the two measures that I created for my dissertation (and the measures from
the pilot) were related. The first measure I created was the Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes
(DERA) scale – which consisted of 20 items addressing different components of racial matters
pertinent to life in 2021. The second measure that I created was the Black and Blue Lives Scale
(BaBS), which I hypothesized as being a scale identifying attitudes regarding the Black Lives
Matter movement, and other issues related to tensions between the police and Black Americans. I
viewed this second scale as being more of an IER scale, as it included indirect questions about
racial issues, such as support for defunding the police. I decided not to include the case summary
from the first pilot study in study one. The primary purpose of this research was to examine
explicit racism measures, and to begin the validation process for two current scales assessing
racism towards Black Americans. Listed below were the hypotheses for study 1.
1. I predicted that the DERA would be positively correlated with the direct explicit racism
measures (MRS and SRS).
a. Also, direct explicit racism measures (MRS and SRS) would positively predict
DERA scores using linear regression.
2. Second, I predicted that the BaBS would be positively correlated with indirect explicit
racism (SDO and RWA).
a. I predicted that indirect explicit racism (SDO and RWA) would positively predict
BaBS scores using linear regression.
3. Finally, I hypothesized that participants’ political orientation scores would positively
predict BaBS and DERA scores using linear regression.
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Method
Participants
For testing these two scales, I recruited 350 participants using the online database
Amazon Mechanical Turk – this system had anonymous US citizens participate in research
studies in exchange for money – in this case, $2.00. I conducted a literature review on sample
sizes for scale validation to determine the N. While researchers in the field are relatively torn on
what an appropriate scale-development number is for a single study, there appears to be a
consensus for researchers conducting multiple studies (i.e., replication) – anything less than 300
requires replication. Other researchers suggest that factor analysis requires data from 200-300
participants (Boateng et al., 2018; Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988). Comrey and Lee (1992) suggest
that having roughly 500 participants is considered “very good”. Therefore, I decided that an
initial sample of 350 participants seemed adequate. I overshot this number because I anticipated
that I would have to eliminate more subjects than normal – ultimately, I ended up with 325
participants.
The participants in the first study were 86% White, with a mean age of 42.5 years-old,
(SD = 10.78). The sample was also 55.7% male. The sample had an average political orientation
score (on a seven-point Likert scale from one very liberal to seven very conservative) of 3.28
(SD = 1.79), which is almost directly in the center, indicating that this sample was slightly more
liberal than conservative. All the participants from this study were from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk). MTurk allows you to set restrictions on who can sign up for your study – with
free restriction options (limiting sample to US only) and added costs restriction options (limiting
sample to “master workers” or participants with good track records). We utilized both of these
options – specifically, I decided to pay extra for master workers to avoid having a large number
of bots complete the study.
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Materials
Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986). Consistent with the first pilot study,
participants completed the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986). The MRS consists of
seven Likert-scale items asking questions about people’s attitudes towards Black people in the
United States. Researchers are notably divided when it comes to the MRS – for instance, some
researchers still use the MRS to this day as their primary measure of explicit racism (e.g., Tesler,
2012), arguing that it is not outdated. On the other hand, researchers like Carney (2017) argue
that it is no longer a credible scale. The results demonstrated that the MTurk participants had low
to average scores on the MRS (M =2.08, SD= 1.11, α = .84).
Symbolic Racism Scale (SRS) (Henry & Sears, 2002). In this study, I also wanted to
include another direct explicit racism scale, so I included the Symbolic Racism Scale (Henry &
Sears, 2002). Since several questions on the SRS utilize different prompt types and response
options, the authors developed a scoring system for future researchers to use. The authors
require that researchers recode each of the items on a 0 to 1 scale with decimal options for the
four item response options – please see the Appendix for the researcher’s full scoring
instructions with directions for each question. The average score on the SRS for this sample was
.49 (SD =.08). The SRS had acceptable but lower reliability than is typically reported (α = .70).
Social Dominance Orientation Scale (SDO) (Pratto et al., 1994). Consistent with the
pilot, participants completed the Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994) scale as a
measure of indirect explicit racism. The results for the SDO suggested that this is a reliable scale
(M =2.12, SD= 1.41, α = .83).
Right-Wing Authoritarianism Scale (RWA) (Altemeyer, 1981). For an additional
indirect measure of explicit racism, I included the Right-Wing Authoritarianism (Altemeyer,
1981) scale. This 15-item questionnaire asks similar social hierarchy questions to the SDO, but it
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predominantly focuses on people’s attitudes supporting or opposing totalitarianism. These
attitudes consistently correlate with racism and other measures of outgroup bias (Saunders &
Ngo, 2017). Altemeyer (1981, 1988) suggested that the RWA should produce a reliability
between .89-.93. Participants scored an average of 2.91 (SD =1.38) on the RWA – the reliability
for this sample was .89.
Direct Explicit Racial Attitudes 2020 (DERA). Participants completed the DERA in this
study (M = 3.61, SD = 1.66, α = .96). I developed this 20-item scale as an attempt to update the
direct explicit racism measure used in the field. This scale includes more contemporary questions
(seven-point Likert scale, 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) such as “Black professional
athletes kneeling during the National Anthem is a disgrace” or “workforce initiatives designed to
hire more Black candidates (affirmative action) are important” (reverse coded). I predicted that a
factor analysis would identify two separate factors for this scale – general racist attitudes and
contemporary issues surrounding racism. I have provided a detailed explanation of these findings
in the results section. The full scale is listed in the Appendix A.
Black and Blue Lives Scale (BaBS). In addition to the DERA, participants completed a
second scale that I developed. However, the purpose of this scale was to create another indirect
measure of racism. Participants indicated on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree) how much they agreed with a series of statements regarding issues involving
Black people and police (M = 3.37, SD = 1.79, α = .96); examples of questions include “BLM
encourages violence towards police” or “Police brutality is a serious problem in the U.S.”
(reverse coded). This scale differs from the other two because it includes items specifically
involving race; however, the focus is on police. I created this scale envisioning support for Black
Lives Mater or Blue Lives Matter as being bookends of the same continuum. I also included this
scale to illustrate how opposing the need for police reform, and or denying the overwhelming
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evidence of police mistreatment of Black Americans, is just indirect racism. The full scale is
listed in the Appendix A.
Procedure
While I used MTurk to recruit participants, I used Qualtrics for all of the survey
programming and data collection. I posted “batches” of study openings on the MTurk website
with a brief description of the study, the payment, and the time limit/requirement. Participants
then signed up and received immediate access to a private Qualtrics survey. The very first thing
participants saw after clicking the anonymous link was the consent form. Once participants
consented to participating, they were redirected to a demographics page, and Qualtrics created a
random ID code for that participant. This number was not presented to the participants until the
end of the survey. After completing the demographics information, participants then completed
the six surveys mentioned above in a randomly generated order. The purpose of this was to avoid
any order effects. After the participant completed all the surveys, they were presented with their
random ID and instructed to copy and paste the code back on the MTurk website as the final
step.
Upon completion, participants were thanked for their time and provided with a debrief
summary. The final submission step for each participant allowed me to pay workers for their
participation without ever having to record their name. Participants could not participate in the
study again after completing the study from that account. At the end of each data collection day,
I checked to see if there were any workers awaiting payment. If so, I would simply download the
Qualtrics data and “CNTRL-F” the participant survey code. If the code was in the dataset, I
approved the worker’s payment.
Data Analysis
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Data cleaning. Prior to testing my hypotheses, I cleaned the dataset to eliminate any
problematic data. I eliminated 25 participants from the dataset after conducting several different
tests and removing partially completed surveys. I tested for both univariate and multivariate
outliers after I removed the incomplete surveys. I ran univariate histograms and made note of
several outliers that I believed to be skewing my data. Several of my variables failed to pass a
normality check, but before eliminating the univariate outliers, I wanted to test the multivariate
outliers as well. I calculated Mahalanobis Distance scores using (eventually) a Chi-Square
function in SPSS – I sorted the dataset to reveal significant distance scores and coded them out
of the dataset. This resulted in the removal of 10 outlier participants. I reran my histograms to
check the normality of my variables – my data cleaning method solved all the issues I identified
before. Ultimately, I finished with 325 participants in my working dataset.
Factor analyses and scale reliability. Before getting into hypothesis testing involving
the two new scales, I completed a factor analysis and reliability analysis for both. I completed
two different exploratory factor analyses for my two new scales. For the DERA scale, I started
off with 20 items, and conducted a principal axis factoring procedure, with promax rotations.
Using .40 as my cutoff point, the analysis produced two factors – the first factor consisted of 15
items without any overlap. This factor is consistent with the current topics of debate regarding
racism in the United States- these items represent the issues modern Black Americans deal with
when it comes to racism. One item did not load onto either factor, therefore this item was
eliminated. The second factor only included four items – two of these items focused on
professionalism, one item focused on aggression in Black people, and the final item dealt with
sexual attraction to Black people. Because these items did not contribute to the main factor, and
did not present a clear second factor, these items were also excluded. I have provided a table of
the factor loadings below – these are the rotated factor loadings, as these made the most sense.
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Following this, I conducted a reliability analysis for the DERA scale using the 15 items
identified in the factor analysis. The results demonstrated that these 15 items had excellent
reliability, with α = .96. I included the option in SPSS to display how Cronbach’s Alpha scores
would change for each item if deleted – deletion of any of the 15 items resulted in lower
reliability, so I kept all items in the scale.
Table 1. Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes Scale (DERA) Factor Loadings (By Size)

For the second factor analysis, I started with 21 items, and followed the same EFA
procedure as I did for the DERA scale. This analysis yielded three different factors – the first
factor consisted of 12 items in total. These 12 items are the central arguments for Black Lives
Matter and Blue Lives Matter, which are two opposing ends of a spectrum. There were six items
that all asked about when it is appropriate for police officers to use tasers, pepper spray, and
firearms. Unfortunately, the repetition leaves little reason to include these items. Finally, two
items were next that were general questions about the police, and the final question (overlapped)
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dealt with the safety of being a police officer in modern society. While these questions were
somewhat relevant to the topic at hand, they did not directly address Black Lives Matter or Blue
Lives Matter. Due to these circumstances, I continued with the 12-item scale, and eliminated the
remaining items. A table for this factor analysis is provided below. I conducted a reliability
analysis for the BaBS using the 12 items identified in the factor analysis. The results
demonstrated that these 12 items also had excellent reliability, with α = .96. I included the option
in SPSS to display how Cronbach’s Alpha scores would change for each item if deleted –
deletion of any of the 12 items resulted in lower reliability, so I kept all items in the scale.
Table 2. Black and Blue Lives Scale (BaBS) Factor Loadings (By Size)

Primary analyses. Using, SPSS and Jamovi, I conducted correlation analyses including
demographic variables (age, sex, race), two indirect explicit racism measures (Social Dominance
Orientation [SDO] and Right Wing Authoritarianism [RWA]), and two direct explicit racism
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measures (Modern Racism Scale [MRS] and Symbolic Racism Scale [SRS]). Additionally, I
included the two scales I created for this study – the Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes scale
(DERA), and the Black and Blue Lives Scale (BaBS). I have provided the correlation matrix
below. While I address this issue in greater detail later, the unsuspectingly high correlation
between my two new scales required me to expand my research plan and include several
exploratory analyses. I have still provided the procedure that I followed for scale development;
however, I felt it was important to note that I ultimately combined these scales due to concerns
regarding multicollinearity.
Table 3. Correlation Matrix for Predictor Variables in Study 1

Next, I conducted an OLS multiple regression to predict DERA scores from SRS, MRS,
and political orientation. I conducted this regression in a series of three steps; in the first step, I
entered in demographic measures (age, sex, race), in the second step, I entered in the other main
variables of interest (indirect explicit racism measures) as controls (SDO and RWA), in the third
step, I entered the two direct explicit racism measures (SRS and MRS) and the political
orientation measure. I used SPSS to run the analyses initially, as this allowed me to calculate sr2.
Next, I used Jamovi to verify these findings (except for sr2) and create the tables. The overall
regression was significant, F(8, 316) = 189.17, p < .001, R2= .83, Adj R2= .82, and accounted for
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a large proportion of the predictive variance in DERA scores. For the overall model fit summary
of this multiple regression, please refer to Table 4; for the full table of regression coefficients for
this analysis, please refer to Table 6 in the results section.
Table 4. Overall Model Summary for Regression Predicting DERA Scores

Finally, I conducted another OLS multiple regression to predict BaBS scores from SDO,
RWA, and political orientation. I followed the same procedure as the previous regression (with
the same software); however, in this analysis, SRS and MRS were included in block two instead
of three, and SDO and RWA were included in block three instead of two. DERA was also
included in block two. The overall regression was significant, F(8, 316) = 151.14, p < .001, R2=
.79, Adj R2= .78, and accounted for a large proportion of the predictive variance in BaBS scores.
For the overall model fit summary of this multiple regression, please refer to Table 5 below; for
the full table of regression coefficients for this analysis, please refer to Table 7 in the results
section.
Table 5. Overall Model Summary for Regression BaBS Scores
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Results
The first hypothesis for study one was that the Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes (DERA)
scale was positively correlated with the direct explicit racism measures (Symbolic Racism Scale
[SRS], Modern Racism Scale [MRS]); additionally, hypothesis 1A stated that the direct explicit
measures of racism would positively predict DERA scores using linear regression. There was a
weak (but still significant) correlation between DERA and SRS, r(323) = .34, p < .001. The r2
was .12, meaning that DERA accounted for about 12% of the variance in SRS. There was a
strong correlation between DERA and MRS, r(323) = .87, p < .001. The r2 was .76, meaning
that DERA accounted for about 76% of the variance in MRS. These findings were conflicting
and unexpected – I will elaborate on this in the discussion. The very strong connection to the
MRS helps the argument that the DERA is assessing direct explicit racism. These results from
these analyses provide support the first hypothesis.
For hypothesis 1A., SRS, b = -1.39, S.E. = .53, β= -.07, t(316) = -2.64, p = .01, 95% CI [2.43, -.35], sr2 = .004, was a significant negative predictor of DERA scores, controlling for
demographics and indirect explicit racism scores. MRS, b = .85, S.E. = .03, β= .25, t(316) =
13.00, p < .001, 95% CI [.73, .99], sr2 = .09, was a significant positive predictor of DERA scores,
controlling for demographics and indirect explicit racism scores. The discrepancy between the
findings of these two scales is discussed in detail in the discussion.
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Table 6. Linear Regression Results Predicting DERA Scores

For the second hypothesis, I predicted that the BaBS was positively correlated with
indirect explicit racism scores (SDO and RWA); I additionally hypothesized (2A) that IER
scores would positively predict BaBS scores using regression. There was a moderate relation
between the BaBS and SDO, r(323) = .63, p < .001; the relation between the BaBS and the RWA
was stronger, r(323) = .74, p < .001. Therefore, the r2 was .39 for SDO, and .55 for RWA. This
finding was lower than expected – additional comparisons to DER measures are explored in the
discussion.
For hypothesis 2A., indirect explicit racism (SDO) was not a significant predictor of
BaBS scores, b = -.01, S.E. = .05, β= -.01, t(316) = -.18, p = .86, after controlling for
demographics and direct explicit racism. Alternatively, indirect explicit racism (RWA), b = .27,
S.E. = .05, β= .20, t(316) = 5.20, p < .001, 95% CI [.17, .37], sr2 = .05, was a significant positive
predictor of BaBS scores, controlling for demographics and direct explicit racism scores. The
inconsistency in the findings of these two scales is discussed in detail in the discussion.
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Table 7. Linear Regression Results Predicting BaBS Scores

Finally, for the third hypothesis in study one, I anticipated that political orientation would
positively predict both DERA and BaBS scores. Political orientation, b = .24, S.E. = .03, β= .25,
t(316) = 7.04, p < .001, 95% CI [.17, .30], sr2 = .03, was a significant positive predictor of DERA
scores, controlling for demographics and indirect explicit racism scores (see table 6). Political
orientation, b = .13, S.E. = .04, β= .13, t(315) = 3.49, p < .001, 95% CI [.17, .30], sr2 = .03, was a
significant positive predictor of BaBS scores, controlling for demographics and direct explicit
racism scores (see table 7). This evidence supports the notion that conservatism is associated
with anti-Black attitudes in addition to pro-police attitudes.
Exploratory analyses and results. Though not a formal hypothesis, I wanted to note that
the correlational findings from the pilot study were replicated in this study. I calculated Pearson
correlation coefficients to test if SDO and MRS were positively correlated. Consistent with my
prior pilot results, there was a moderate positive correlation between SDO and MRS, r(323) =
.74, p < .001. This finding implied that indirect and direct explicit racism are significantly related
concepts.
One potential issue that I encountered in this study was that the DERA and the BaBS
were extremely highly correlated – posing a potential issue of overlap. I found this strong
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correlation to be fairly peculiar, as neither of these scales had overlapping concepts (with the
exception of DERA-20 and BaBS-17, which I discuss in greater detail later) or content. For
instance, the DERA did not include any items involving the police. And while I had originally
conceptualized the BaBS as being another indirect explicit racism measure, the results clearly
demonstrated that it is related to both DER and IER measures. For exploratory purposes, I
decided to conduct an additional factor analysis – including all of the items from the DERA and
BaBS, to see if there were latent factors that were not apparent when only examining them
separately. I followed the same factor analysis procedures for this combined scale (see table 8 for
factor loadings and uniqueness). There was only one factor identified for all of these items;
however, I did choose to eliminate two items (BaBS-19 and DERA-20), as their uniqueness
scores (u2) were below .20. Yong and Pearce (2013) determined this cutoff to be adequate for
eliminating items based on uniqueness scores. I removed DERA-20 (u2 = .204), as it was too
close to the cutoff to keep. This also logically made sense as it is essentially the same item as the
BaBS-17, therefore it was creating a redundancy issue within the scale.
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Table 8. Combined BaBS and DERA Factor Loadings (By Size)

Following this EFA of the combined scales, I conducted another reliability analysis with
all 25 items (Table 9). The combined scale yielded an average score of 3.54 (SD = 1.64), and
excellent reliability (α = .97). The reliability analysis also provided information on which items
would increase the Cronbach’s Alpha if deleted from the scale; only one item (DERA-8)
indicated an improvement via deletion. However, given that the improvement was only by a
thousandth of a point, I did not find it necessary to remove the item from the scale.
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Table 9. Combined BaBS and DERA Reliability Analysis

For additional exploratory purposes, I conducted another correlation matrix (Table 10); I
also conducted another OLS linear regression with the same predictors as above but in this
model I included the CRIM as the primary DV (Table 11). The results of these exploratory
analyses were examined at the end of one study. Moving forward with my dissertation (study 2),
I decided to combine these scales into one overall scale of explicit racism – the Contemporary
Racist Ideologies Measure (CRIM) scale. I hypothesized that I would find similar results for the
combined scales as I had initially predicted for the two separate scales.
The overall regression was significant, F(8, 316) = 224.79, p < .001, R2= .85, Adj R2=
.85. The SRS was a significant negative predictor of CRIM scores, b = -1.27, S.E. = .48, β= -.07,
t(316) = -2.61, p < .001, 95% CI [-2.22, -.33], controlling for demographics and direct/indirect
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explicit racism – this was only consistent with the results of the DERA model. SRS was not a
significant predictor of the BaBS in the prior model. Essentially identical results were
discovered for the MRS, RWA, and political orientation – they were all significant positive
predictors of CRIM scores; (see table 11 for specifics). Once again, SDO was not a significant
predictor of CRIM scores – this was the case for both the DERA and BaBS. Therefore, with the
exception of the SRS (partially), all of the results remained nearly identical after combining the
two scales.
Table 10. Correlation Matrix Including CRIM

Table 11. Linear Regression Predicting CRIM Scores

The two scales I created for this study were unexpectedly very highly correlated, so much
so that it eventually (after completing study 1) seemed irresponsible to continue treating them as
separate measures without conducting any analyses. When I performed an exploratory factor
analysis on the DERA and BaBS items together, I found that they all loaded onto one factor (see
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Table 9 above). This impressive exploratory finding helped make sense of the unexpectedly high
correlations between my two scales. Ultimately, this suggested that the DERA and the BaBS
were subcomponents of one integrated measure of contemporary racist attitudes. For the purpose
of transparency, I decided to keep all of my prior analyses, results, and discussion involving the
two scales as separate variables in study one as they were initially intended.
Discussion
The first hypothesis for study one was supported. The results showed that the DERA was
positively correlated with both direct explicit racism (DER) measures, the Modern Racism Scale
(MRS) (McConahay, 1986), and the Symbolic Racism Scale (SRS) (Henry & Sears, 2002).
While the correlation was definitely low between the SRS and the DERA, that was not abnormal
for this dataset. The SRS is a scale that has several issues that previous researchers have pointed
out (Carmines et al., 2011; Roos et al., 2019), including the notion that symbolic racism is
inherently confounded with racial policy attitudes, rather than any form of explicit racism.
However, in this study, these results were not supported, as symbolic racism had the lowest
significant correlations to political orientation and right-wing authoritarianism. Given that the
strongest correlation for the SRS was with the MRS, I feel confident saying this is still a fine
measure of DER. The relation between the MRS and the DERA was convincingly strong. While
the DERA has concepts related to the MRS, it is a much longer scale, with a broader definition
of racism.
Hypothesis 1a was also partially supported – only the MRS was a significant positive
predictor of DERA scores. Again, this is promising for several reasons; the MRS is undoubtedly
the most popular DER scale currently used in the field of racism research. Developing an
updated racism scale is ambitious, as you need to convince others in the field to abandon a
reliable measure of 35 years. The findings that the MRS positively predicted the DERA suggests
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that at the very least, I am on the right track to developing a new scale. Another reason these
findings are so promising is that the DERA included several items involving “current issues
involving racism” outside of police mistreatment; none of these items were removed in the EFA
process; therefore, these new issues of racism (e.g., confederate monument debates) are clearly
related to my solidified, reliable measure of DER. Another interesting finding (or lack thereof)
from study one is the latter half of hypothesis 1a – the SRS did not predict DERA scores. Even
further, the relation was negative (though nonsignificant). While I stand by the fact that both the
SRS and DERA are indeed measures of DER, I believe these findings suggest that the SRS is a
more clandestine measure than the DERA. Additionally, given how short the SRS is, there is
little room for any conceptual overlap. The most probable explanation for the lack of significant
results is likely due to the scale-trimming I conducted as a result of the EFA for the DERA. This
process required me to remove two items I deliberately based on the SRS (DERA-2; DERA-5);
the first item addressed the notion of Black people as abusing government handouts (a concept
that is addressed multiple times in the SRS). The second item (DERA-5) addressed the notion of
failure in Black communities – I based this on the SRS items addressing work ethic.
The second hypothesis, and its sub-hypothesis (2a), were partially supported. When I
created the BaBS scale, I tried using the SDO, RWA, and other ideas brought forth in racism
literature to develop an indirect measure of explicit racism. While the SDO and RWA were
correlated with the BaBS as expected, only the RWA scale predicted BaBS scores in the
regression model. Ultimately, I believe that the items that I created were too blatantly written as
a way of identifying racism towards Black people. Unlike the BaBS, the SDO does not specify
race (Pratt et al., 1994). While I agree with previous researchers (Fiske & North, 2015), that
RWA is indeed an IER measure, I do not think this was the reason for its success in positively
predicting BaBS scores using regression. The BaBS is a measure that asks about issues
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tangentially related to current political attitudes; support for BLM certainly tends to be a more
liberal stance (Maraj et al., 2019). Supporting police and recognizing racial injustice regarding
police interactions with minorities have unfortunately become a political issue (Kilgo & Murao,
2019; Nix et al., 2017; Updegrove et al., 2018). So while the BaBS might to some extent tap into
IER, it is likely so strongly related to RWA given the political nature of the BLM movement. For
this same reason, it is clear why the third hypothesis (political orientation positively predicted
DERA and BaBS scores) was strongly supported, particularly for the BaBS. However, the
relation between the DERA and political orientation is disheartening, but predictable. Numerous
researchers have demonstrated over the years, but in particular, over the last few years, how
increasingly prejudicial and discriminatory (e.g., towards minorities, LGBTQ members) the
conservative party in the U.S. has become (Brown et al., 2019, Chloe et al., 2019; Cramer, 2020;
Kilgo & Murao, 2019). The results of these studies show that extremely conservative attitudes
directly predict racist attitudes (especially anti-Black). These researchers have also demonstrated
(as have others– Cohn et al., 2009; 2012; Sommers, 2007), that racist attitudes and extremely
conservative beliefs (RWA), predict real-life behavior such as jury verdicts.
The purpose of the next study of my dissertation was to combine the methodologies from
the pilot study, and study one; the purpose was to see how different forms of racism predicted
jury behavior. Researchers have shown how juries treat defendants differently based on their race
(Cohn et al., 2009; 2012), and police officer defendants differently (more favorably) than citizens
(Nix et al, 2017). Surprisingly, limited research has looked at if juries treat police officer
defendants differently in cases involving race and police brutality. Even further, there is limited
experimental data (if any) on how different types of racism measures (DER, IER, implicit)
predict jury behavior for cases involving police officers as defendants. Study two will bridge
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these gaps in the literature, in addition to continuing the development of the new combined scale
I presented as exploratory analyses – the Contemporary Racist Ideologies Measures (CRIM).
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CHAPTER VIII
STUDY 2
For the second study, I conducted a 2x2 factorial experiment that examined the effect of
victim race (Black vs. White) and police officer defendant race (Black vs. White) on jury
behavior. I manipulated the race of an unarmed victim killed by a police officer (Black vs.
White) during a routine pedestrian stop gone awry (further details of this scenario are described
in the methods section). The purpose of this study was to determine if manipulating a victim’s
race or a police officer defendant’s race directly influenced mock-jury decision making.
Additionally, this study examined if direct explicit racism, indirect explicit racism, and implicit
racism each predicted jury behavior. Very little research has been conducted to determine how
implicit racism predicts jury behavior (Jost, 2017), because Project Implicit advises against using
the IAT in various legal settings, such as voir dire. Ironically, essentially all of the implicit
racism work involving jurors has focused on the voir dire process (Modjadidi, 2018). Another
component of this study was to further develop the Contemporary Racist Ideologies Measure
(CRIM) (previously the DERA and BaBS), to promote it as being a valuable modern alternative
to other racism measures such as the Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay, 1986). This
process included replicating previous findings from study one and predicting jury behavior. The
hypotheses for this study are listed below.
1. I hypothesized that the following variables predicted jury verdicts: CRIM, political
orientation, IAT (d-scores), direct explicit racism (MRS), perceptions of police (POPS),
and indirect explicit racism (SDO). Below are the specific predictions for each variable
a. CRIM: Lower scores predicted higher conviction rates.
b. Political orientation: More conservative scores predicted higher acquittal rates.
c. IAT (d-scores): More bias on the IAT predicted higher acquittal rates.
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d. Direct explicit racism (MRS): More bias on the MRS predicted higher acquittal
rates.
e. Perceptions of police (POPS): Pro-police perception predicted high acquittal rates.
f. Indirect explicit racism (SDO): Higher SDO scores predicted higher acquittal
rates.
2. I predicted an interaction between victim race (VR) and officer race (OR) on verdict
certainty (VC), as well as main effects for both VR and OR on VC. Specifically, I
expected participants to be more likely to acquit officers when there was a Black victim
and White officer, than a White Victim and White officer.
3. I predicted an interaction between verdict and victim race on CRIM scores, as well as
main effects of verdict and VR on CRIM scores. Specifically, I predicted that jurors who
acquitted the officer when the victim was Black would have higher CRIM scores than
jurors who convicted when the officer was Black.
4. The results of the IAT demonstrated a preference for sorting White faces with positive
evaluations and Black faces with negative evaluations (a positive difference score).
5. Both measures of direct explicit racism (CRIM and MRS), indirect explicit racism
(SDO), and political orientation positively predicted implicit racism.
6. Perceptions of police (POPS) positively predicted contemporary direct explicit racism
(CRIM) scores.
7. I hypothesized that the results of study one (regressions predicting CRIM) were
replicated in this study.
Method
Participants
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For the second study, I again recruited participants using the online database Amazon
Mechanical Turk – this system had anonymous US citizens participate in research studies in
exchange for money – in this case, $2.00 (initially). I had significantly more trouble recruiting
participants using M-Turk for my second study. My goal was to recruit 400+ participants
(G*Power assisted with this estimate) for this study. Unfortunately, participants were doing one
of three things, simply not signing up for this study, beginning the study then abandoning it at
some point, or avoiding it because of their participation in study one. In my first attempt to post
timeslots, I attempted to recruit approximately 405 participants (45 batches of nine participants);
however, after several days of waiting, I only had 25 participants who completed the study.
Following this, I had to take down all of the remaining untouched batches, then submit a
modification to the IRB so that I could charge $3.00 for participation. Over the course of several
weeks, I published bursts of study batches at different times throughout the day. While my signup rate increased from before, I still had trouble filling batches. I eventually hit a wall where
participants were hardly signing up. At this point, I had 344 recorded responses on Qualtrics –
this number was thinned down to 227 (117 participants removed) after eliminating participants
for score outliers, incomplete surveys, failed manipulation checks, and unrealistic completion
times (too fast or slow). Frustratingly, 80 of the participants were removed due to having
incomplete surveys (the average completion percentage here was 12% of the survey). For
whatever reason, participants consistently abandoned this study.
The participants in the second study were 86.80% White, with a mean age of 44.62 yearsold (SD = 11.40). The pilot sample was also 48.45% female. The sample had an average
political orientation score (out of seven, with seven being very conservative) of 3.48 (SD = 1.85),
which indicates that this sample was slightly more liberal than conservative. All the participants
from this study were from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk allows you to set
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restrictions on who can sign up for your study – with free restriction options (limiting sample to
US only) and added costs restriction options (limiting sample to “master workers” or participants
with good track records). I utilized both options – specifically, I decided to pay extra for master
workers to avoid having a large number of bots complete the study.
Materials
Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986). Consistent with the pilot and first study,
participants completed the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986). The MRS consists of
seven Likert-scale items asking questions about people’s attitudes towards Black people in the
United States. Results demonstrated that the MTurk participants had low to average scores on the
MRS (M =2.21, SD= 2.00, α = .95).
Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994). Consistent with the pilot and study
1, participants completed the Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994) scale; this was
included as a measure of indirect explicit racism. The results for this measure suggested that this
is a consistent scale (M =2.17, SD= 1.37, α = .96).
Contemporary Racist Ideologies Measure (CRIM). Participants completed the CRIM in
this study, which is a combination of the DERA and BaBS. The CRIM therefore consists of 24
items in total; the results for study two were consistent with the findings from the exploratory
work of study one (M =3.82, SD= 1.58, α = .97). This scale included more modernly relevant
questions (seven point Likert scale, 1 = strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree) such as “Black
professional athletes kneeling during the National Anthem is a disgrace” or “workforce
initiatives designed to hire more Black candidates (affirmative action) are important” (reverse
coded). Additionally, half of this scale addressed issues pertinent to racial issues involving
police. Examples of questions included “BLM encourages violence towards police” or “Police
brutality is a serious problem in the U.S.” (reverse coded). This scale differed from the other two
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because it included questions specifically involving race; however, the focus was on police. The
full CRIM scale is listed in the Appendix.
Black and White Faces IAT (Project Implicit, 2021). All participants completed Project
Implicit’s (2021) Black versus White faces version of the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald
& Banaji’s, 1995). I created this IAT using the iatgen software, after finding the datafiles (Black
and White headshots) on OSF (Carpenter et al., 2018). The word bank for the IAT was borrowed
entirely from Project Implicit’s (2021) race IAT. The word bank consisted of positive words, and
negative words; this item bank is included in Appendix A along with the headshots. A difference
score (D-score) was automatically calculated for each participant using the iatgen analysis
software (Carpenter et al., 2018); the D-score indicated which condition participants were
quicker with sorting. A D-score of 0 indicated no difference between conditions; a negative score
indicated participants were quickest sorting White faces with negative words and Black faces
with positive words; a positive D-score indicated participants were quickest sorting White faces
with positive words and Black faces with negative words. The average D-score was .17
(SD=.36).
Procedure
While I used MTurk to recruit participants, I used Qualtrics for all of the survey
programming and data collection. I posted “batches” of study openings on the MTurk website
with a brief description of the study, the payment, and the time limit/requirement. Participants
then signed up and received immediate access to a private Qualtrics survey. The very first thing
participants saw after clicking the anonymous link was the consent form. Once participants
consented to participating, they were redirected to a demographics page. Qualtrics then created a
random ID code for that participant. This number was not presented to the participants until the
end of the survey.
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After completing the demographics information, participants were then prompted that
they were about to read a summary of a homicide trial and were asked to read each paragraph in
its entirety. Following this, I programmed Qualtrics to show them two pictures – the defendant
(police officer) and the victim. They had to click on the pictures to continue with the survey.
Qualtrics randomly assigned each participant to see either a Black or White officer and either a
Black or White victim. Participants then read a 1674-word case summary (split into 18
paragraphs) involving a police officer shooting and killing an unarmed suspect. Participants had
to skip through each section of the summary. Unfortunately, I did not include time restrictions
for this section, which is a major limitation that I discuss later.
I changed several aspects of this summary after the pilot study. First, I removed the
information that the victim had a handgun at the time of the shooting in his car and replaced it
with a description of a knife found in his car after the shooting. Second, I removed the storyline
that the eyewitness only heard the interaction and changed it to an eyewitness who got a partial
video recording of the interaction. Additionally, I added eyewitness testimony describing the
police officer as having several instances of uncontrolled, inappropriate aggression towards
civilians.
At the end of the case summary, jurors read legal definitions of second-degree murder.
They were given standard jury instructions after this as well – i.e., told only to vote guilty if they
were confident beyond a reasonable doubt. Jurors then identified their verdict, verdict certainty,
suggested sentencing, weight of three different types of evidence presented during the case, as
well as two manipulation check questions.
Following this, participants completed five randomly ordered scales (including the IAT).
The random order generation was included to avoid any issues of ordering effects. For the IAT,
they were instructed that they would be completing a sorting task (IAT) using the keys “E” and
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“I” to differentiate between groups of words and pictures. The IAT task consisted of seven
different tasks or blocks. In blocks one and two, participants sorted Black faces and White faces,
and positive/negative words. Blocks three and four were combined blocks where participants
sorted Black faces and negative words using the same key (letter “E”), and White faces and
positive words using the same key (letter “I”). For block five, participants were asked to sort
faces and words again (separately); however, the sides were reversed. Blocks six and seven were
combined blocks where participants sorted Black faces and positive words using the same key
and White faces and negative words using the same key. If at any point participants sorted a face
or word with the wrong key, a red “X” appeared in the middle of the screen. Participants were
required to correctly sort the item before the next item appeared. After the participant completed
all the surveys, they were presented with their random ID and instructed to copy and paste the
code back on the MTurk website as the final step.
Upon completion, participants were thanked for their time and provided with a debrief
summary. The final submission step for each participant allowed me to pay workers for their
participation without ever having to record their name. Participants could not participate in the
study again after completing the study from that account. At the end of each data collection day,
I would check to see if there were any workers awaiting payment. If there were, I would simply
download the Qualtrics data and “CNTRL-F” the participant survey code. If the code was in the
dataset, I approved the worker’s payment.
Data Analysis
Data reduction for IAT. The iatgen software (Carpenter et al., 2018) automatically
addressed the data screening procedures for the IAT tests. Any trials that were over 10,000
milliseconds were scored as missing. Any participants that scored faster than 300ms on over ten
percent of their trials were eliminated from the data. Any individual trial that was under 400ms
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was treated as missing. Because participants are asked to correct any mistakes, they make by
pressing the opposite key, no error penalties were added to their final scores.
The timeout rates (proportion of trials discarded due to excessive duration) occurred very
infrequently (<.001% of cases). Drop rates due to excessive speed were somewhat high, with ten
participants (4%) being dropped from the data. The error rates for the IAT were below average
according to Ortner and van den Vijver (2015) – they suggest eliminating any participants with
error rates at or above 25%. Errors occurred in 8.06% of recorded trials.
Data cleaning for surveys. Prior to testing my hypotheses, I cleaned the dataset to
eliminate any problematic data. I eliminated 117 participants from the dataset after conducting
several different tests and removing partially completed (80 participants) surveys. I tested for
both univariate and multivariate outliers after I selected out the incomplete surveys. I ran
univariate histograms and made note of several outliers that I believed to be skewing my data.
Several of my variables failed to pass a normality check, but before eliminating the univariate
outliers, I wanted to test the multivariate outliers as well. I calculated Mahalanobis Distance
scores using (eventually) a Chi-Square function in SPSS – I sorted the dataset to reveal
significant distance scores and coded them out of the dataset (nine participants were removed
throughout these series of steps).
To run any analyses, I had to perform a Log10 transformation of the Modern Racism
Scale (MRS) and the Social Dominance Orientation (SDO), as these scales were abnormally
positively skewed in this study. Besides survey abandonment (80 participants), the next leading
cause of data removal was unrealistic completion times (21 participants). These participants
completed the survey in fifteen minutes or less – considering each of the different components
involved, this overwhelmingly suggested that participants did not actually pay attention to what
they were reading. Seven participants were removed for failing the manipulation check questions
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(victim/officer race). Ultimately, I finished with 227 participants in my working dataset. This
unexpected number of removals posed a potential problem for several of my hypotheses –
specifically, the interactions.

Table 12. Correlation Matrix for Predictor Variables in Study 2

Results
To start the analyses for the second study, I conducted binary logistic regressions to
predict the mock jurors’ verdicts, using an array of racism measures as predictors. Right away, it
was apparent that this was a robust model. The fit statistics and model comparison results
foreshadowed the strength of the findings to come. By logistic regression standards, the
predictability of this model was quite strong, and impressively accurate. Upon giving a closer
look at the omnibus test results, it appeared that only two predictors were responsible for
outperforming the null model – the CRIM, and SDO. While social dominance orientation (SDO)
did just barely reach significance (p was exactly. 05), the CRIM appeared to be driving the effect
of this predictive model.
For my first hypothesis, I predicted that the Contemporary Racism Ideologies Measure
(CRIM) would predict jury verdicts with lower CRIM scores being associated with higher
conviction rates. I tested this hypothesis using a binary logistic regression where 0=not guilty,
and 1=guilty. The regression model was significantly different from the null model, χ2(9) =
67.87, p <.001, suggesting increased predictability compared to chance. Direct explicit racism
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(CRIM) scores significantly predicted verdict decisions, b = -1.10, SE = .40, odds ratio = .33, p
<.01, 95% CI [.15, .73], suggesting that the odds of participants voting guilty increased as direct
explicit racism scores decreased.
For hypothesis 1a. I predicted that political orientation would significantly predict
verdicts; 1b., implicit racism would predict verdict decisions; 1c., another direct explicit racism
(MRS) would predict jury verdicts; and 1d., perceptions of police would be a significant
predictor of jury verdicts. Political orientation (b = -.10, SE = .16, odds ratio = .90, p = .36),
implicit racism (b = -.28, SE = .55, odds ratio = .76, p = .62), direct explicit racism (MRS) (b =
.34, SE = .35, odds ratio = 1.40, p = .34), and police attitudes (b = -.11, SE = .25, odds ratio =
.90, p = .67) were not significant predictors of verdict decisions. For hypothesis 1e., I predicted
that indirect explicit racism (SDO) would predict jury verdicts. Indirect explicit racism (SDO)
scores significantly predicted verdict decisions, b = -.33, SE = .17, odds ratio = .72, p <.005,
95% CI [.51, 1.0], suggesting that the odds of participants voting guilty increased as perceptions
of indirect explicit racism scores decreased.
The current model was able to classify 82.5% of participants correctly (44.9% of those
who provided a not guilty verdict, 93.5% of those who provided a guilty verdict), which was an
improvement from the null model (64.1%) and explained a sizable portion of the variance in
verdict decision, Cox and Snell R2 = .27, Nagelkerke’s R2 = .41.
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Table 13. Binary Logistic Regression Results Predicting Verdict (Hypotheses 1-1e.)

For hypothesis two, I predicted that there would be a significant interaction between
victim race and police officer race on verdict certainty scores. A two-way analysis of variance
was conducted on the influence of two IVs (officer race, victim race) on jurors’ verdict certainty
scores. Victim race included two levels (White, Black) and officer race consisted of two levels
(White, Black). None of the effects for this ANOVA were significant. The main effect of victim
race was not significant, F(1, 223) = 1.36, p >.05. The main effect of officer race was not
significant either - F(1, 223) = .01, p >.05. The interaction between VR and OR was also not
significant F(3, 223) = .78, p >.05.
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Table 14. Means and SDs for Verdict Certainty & CRIM – Split by Condition and Verdict

For hypothesis three, I predicted that there would be a significant interaction between
victim race and verdict decision on CRIM scores. Additionally, I predicted that there would be
significant main effects of VR and verdict. A two-way analysis of variance was conducted on the
influence of two IVs (verdict, victim race) on CRIM scores. Victim race included two levels
(White, Black) and verdict consisted of two levels (not guilty, guilty). The main effect of victim
race was not significant, F(1, 223) = .00, p >.05. There was a significant main effect of verdict
decision on CRIM scores - F(1, 223) = 64.76, p <.001, indicating that CRIM scores were
significantly different for acquittals (M = 4.99, SD = .90) and convictions (M = 3.53, SD = 1.17).
The interaction between victim race and verdict was not significant, F(3, 223) = .35, p >.05.
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Table 15. ANOVA Results for Hypothesis 3 – Main Effect of Verdict on CRIM Scores
Table 13. ANOVA Results for Hypothesis 4 –Main Effect of Verdict on CRIM Scores
Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

p

η²

Overall model

80.73659

3

26.91220

23.27276

< .001

Verdict Decision

80.29783

1

80.29783

64.76162

< .001

0.225

Victim Race

0.00508

1

0.00508

0.00410

0.949

0.000

Victim Race ✻ Verdict Decision

0.43368

1

0.43368

0.34977

0.555

0.001

276.49737

223

1.23990

Residuals

The fourth hypothesis predicted that the results of the IAT demonstrated a preference for
sorting White faces with positive evaluations and Black faces with negative evaluations (a
positive difference score). For the IAT, participants demonstrated a significant bias towards the
pairing of Black faces with negative words and White faces with positive words (M = .17, SD
=.35), which was significantly different than zero, t(216) = 7.23, p < .001. The results of this
IAT indicated that the internal consistency (reliability) was .77.
The purpose of the fifth hypothesis was to determine if direct explicit racism, indirect
explicit racism, and political orientation each predicted implicit racism scores. An OLS multiple
regression was conducted to predict implicit racism from direct explicit racism, indirect explicit
racism, and political orientation. The overall regression was significant, F(7, 209) = 2.67, p =.01,
R2= .08, Adj R2= .05, and accounted for a very small proportion of implicit racism scores. Direct
explicit racism (CRIM), b = .11, S.E. = .04, β= .41, t(209) = 2.94, p < .01, 95% CI [.04, .07], was
a significant positive predictor of implicit racism difference scores. The other direct explicit
racism measure (MRS) was not a significant predictor of implicit racism, b = -.05, S.E. = .04, β=
-.16, t(209) = -1.25, p = .21. The indirect explicit racism measure (SDO) was not a significant
predictor of implicit racism, b = .01, S.E. = .02, β=.05, t(209) = .53, p = .59. Finally, political
orientation was not a significant predictor of implicit racism, b = -.02, S.E. = .02, β= -.10, t(209)
= -.89, p = .38.
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Table 16. Linear Regression Results Predicting IAT d-Scores

The sixth and seventh hypotheses involved predicting the CRIM. Hypothesis six
predicted that perceptions of police positively predicted CRIM scores. Hypothesis seven
predicted that indirect explicit racism (SDO), direct explicit racism (MRS), political orientation,
and implicit racism (IAT) all positively predicted CRIM scores. An OLS multiple regression was
conducted to predict direct explicit racism (CRIM) from another form of direct explicit racism,
indirect explicit racism, political orientation, perceptions of police, and implicit racism. The
overall regression was significant, F(8, 208) = 129.10, p <.001, R2= .83, Adj R2= .83, and
accounted for a very large proportion of contemporary direct racism scores. Police perceptions, b
=.31, S.E. = .04, β= .15, t(208) = 7.90, p < .001, 95% CI [.23, .38], was a significant positive
predictor of contemporary direct explicit racism (CRIM). Direct explicit racism (MRS), b =.58,
S.E. = .05, β= .53, t(208) = 11.38, p < .001, 95% CI [.48, .69], was a significant positive
predictor of contemporary direct explicit racism (CRIM). Political orientation, b =.20, S.E.=.03,
β= .29, t(208) = 6.61, p < .001, 95% CI [.14, .26], was a significant positive predictor of
contemporary direct explicit racism (CRIM). Indirect explicit racism measure (SDO) was not a
significant predictor of contemporary direct explicit racism (CRIM), b = .03, S.E. = .04, β=.03,
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t(208) = .72, p = .47. Finally, implicit racism was not a significant predictor of contemporary
direct explicit racism (CRIM), b = .18, S.E. = .11, β= .05, t(208) = 1.77, p = .08.
Table 17. Multiple Regression Results Predicting CRIM

As an exploratory hypothesis, I wanted to include a regression model predicting POPS
scores using the same predictors as used throughout study two. The overall regression was
significant, F(8, 208) = 31.21, p <.001, R2= .45, Adj R2= .43, and accounted for a large
proportion of police perceptions scores. Age, race, MRS, and CRIM, were each significant
predictors of POPS scores – for the full report of the regression statistics of each variable in this
exploratory analysis, please refer to the Table 18. Implications for these findings are discussed in
more detail in the discussion.
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Table 18. Exploratory Multiple Regression Model Predicting POPS

I conducted a stepwise regression for this model putting implicit racism (IAT scores) in
next to last, with the direct explicit racism scores (MRS and CRIM) as the final step. The model
showed that prior to including the MRS and CRIM into the model, the IAT significantly
predicted POPS scores – this went away after they were included. This finding led me to believe
that this was a potential mediation. I conducted two mediation analyses separately (one using
MRS as the mediator, the other using CRIM as the mediator) to determine if direct explicit
racism did in fact mediate the relation between implicit racism and perceptions of police. Two
OLS multiple regressions were conducted with bootstrapping using Jamovi’s Mediation Module
(Jamovi, 2021) which uses a similar approach to the PROCESS model from Preacher and Hayes
(2008). Results indicated that the indirect path using MRS as the mediator was not a significant
predictor of perceptions of police (see table 19).
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Table 19. Nonsignificant Mediation - MRS as Mediator Between IAT and POPS

The results of the second mediation indicated that the indirect path using CRIM scores
was significant (b = .40, p<.001); however, the direct path was still significant, but less so (b =
.36, p=.04), which indicated that this was a partial mediation (See table 20). Bootstrapping
procedures were used to estimate the indirect effect, with 95% confidence interval, using 1,000
samples. The unstandardized indirect effect was .40, with a 95% confidence interval ranging
from .17 to .63 – importantly, the confidence intervals did not “cross zero” or go from negative
to positive. Additionally, the model estimates indicated that the indirect path (52.1%) accounted
for more variance than the direct path (47.9%). Therefore, the indirect effect was considered
significant and suggested that the relation between implicit racism and perceptions of police was
partially mediated (responsible for over half of the variance) by contemporary direct explicit
racism.
Table 20. Partial Mediation – CRIM as Mediator Between IAT and POPS

Discussion
The second study certainly yielded some very fascinating results; some more expected
than others. As I mentioned previously, I will need to collect more data for this study if I want to
perform any more advanced statistical procedures than I included. This study certainly helped
propel the undeniable success of the Contemporary Racism Ideologies Measure (CRIM) that I
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created for my dissertation. Across the board, the CRIM produced the strongest, and most
convincing results in this study. My original intention for my dissertation was to first and
foremost try to determine the abilities of various racism measures to predict mock-jury behavior.
Additionally, this entire dissertation sought to understand what components lead juries to be so
overwhelmingly forgiving towards police officer defendants – especially in cases involving
minority suspects. While I do firmly believe that this dissertation research expanded mock-jury
research into unchartered territories, I think the biggest contribution this research provides for the
field of social psychology/prejudice research is the creation of the CRIM scale.
As hypothesized, the CRIM was negatively associated with verdict decisions in that
highly racist jurors were more likely to acquit the police officer of murder charges. The CRIM
contains several items assessing support for police officers in modern America; therefore, it
makes logical sense that it significantly predicted actual pro-police behavior. This finding
certainly helps establish convergent validity for the CRIM – attitudinal support for police
predicted behavior support for police. Interestingly, the POPS failed here, as it failed to predict
jury behavior. The POPS is not alone here though, as the MRS, IAT, and political orientation
failed to predict jury behavior as well. The CRIM in many ways borrows concepts from each of
these scales, thus making it a more versatile measure for predicting behavior.
Aside from the CRIM results, another hypothesis was supported – jurors with a high
social dominance orientation were more likely to vote to acquit officers of murder than to
convict them. Those with high SDO ratings tend to show support for excessive rule enforcement
and a preference for maintaining social hierarchies as a means of keeping “inferior” groups under
control (Crowson & Brandes, 2017; Khan et al., 2018). However, it appears as though this belief
does not apply to law enforcement officers who violate the very laws, they swore an oath to
protect. Support for this notion can be seen in Tepper et al.’s (2011) research on supervisor
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aggression towards or subordinates. The researchers here argue that aggressors are masters at
justifying their own or observed mistreatment of inferior groups or nonconforming subordinates
(Lian et al, 2014).
Interestingly, the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) failed to predict jury verdicts for this case.
Researchers consistently note that the IAT inconsistently predicts actual behavior; for instance,
Back et al. (2009) produced experimental evidence showing the IAT’s ability to predict a variety
of real behaviors – however, these behaviors were not specific to racism. Meissner et al. (2019),
on the other hand, argue that the IAT has consistently failed to reliably predict behavior for over
20 years. There are several reasons that logically seems to suggest that the IAT by design will
never be able to predict behavior. For example, the IAT is predominantly just a measure of
people’s ability to make immediate associations between known or learned concepts; it does not
indicate that this process is tapping into any form of propositional thinking. From this
perspective, simple associations between concepts are too vague to predict behavior (Meissner,
2019). There are also reasons specific to my research study that might also help explain the lack
of findings in this situation. Most notably, this study struggles with power due to the unexpected
removal of 117 participants.
This leads me to discuss a notable problem (or pattern of problems) from the results of
this study. Except for the verdict measure, none of the hypotheses related to the experimental
manipulation produced any significant results. There were no main effects of victim or police
officer race on verdict certainty; there was no interaction between these variables either. There is
research suggesting that online research is less effective for experimental manipulations than
simple surveying (Buchanan & Schofield, 2018; Chmielewski & Kucker, 2019; Hauser &
Schwartz, 2016). This is not to say that conducting research on MTurk involving experimental
manipulations is impossible by any means; however, researchers consistently state that
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researchers must implement a series of monitoring techniques and attention-checks to avoid
getting low quality data. There is no possible way to control external distractions that might
influence a participant’s ability to fully engage as a juror. Participants can complete surveys with
relatively little exerted effort; however, reading comprehension tasks require sustained effort and
focus that participants find overwhelmingly less enjoyable than merely completing surveys
(Buchanan & Schofield, 2018). Unfortunately, I did not include consistent attention-checks
during the reading/trial summary section of my study. The results of these researchers work
involving MTurk data suggest that including these attention checks or timed slides could have
potentially improved the quality of my data related to the experimental manipulation.
There are additional findings from this study, however, that are fascinating and certainly
important contributions to the field of racism research. Most of my significant results in study
two involved the CRIM in one way or another. Study two showed how several different
measures (not just specific to racism) strongly predict CRIM scores in a multiple regression.
Political orientation, the Perceptions of Police Scale (POPS) (Nadal & Davidoff, 2015), and the
Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay, 1986) were each very strong predictors of CRIM
scores. The MRS and POPS are widely used scales that numerous studies have validated.
Unfortunately, what these results seem to indicate is that having overwhelmingly positive
perceptions of the police is one of several indicators of one’s explicit racism. This is the exact
argument that the Black Lives Matter movement has been presenting since 2014. White people
have different perceptions of the police because the police treat them fairly and with respect –
Black people do not feel this way. According to the data from this dissertation, Black people
have a much sturdier argument given how strong the relation was between racism and support
for police.
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Among the most important findings in this study involved the multiple regression model I
created to test each component of my fifth hypothesis – using racism measures and political
orientation to predict implicit racism, or the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). The CRIM was the
only measure to predict difference scores on the IAT. While I do acknowledge that the IAT is not
a perfect measure, I think this is valuable information for the field of prejudice research. The
main argument for this is that none of the other prominent racism measures used in the field
predicted implicit racism. Considering that the IAT has a rough history with predictive validity
according to several notable and extensive meta-analyses (Greenwald et al., 2009; Kurdi et al.,
2019; Meissner et al., 2019; Oswald et al., 2013), this would not ordinarily raise any concerns if
not for the CRIM results. The fact that the CRIM does reliably predict implicit racism, direct
explicit racism, and indirect explicit racism shows that it is an extremely versatile and powerful
measure unlike anything else currently available in the field.
Looking at the results from my exploratory analysis on predicting perceptions of police
scores, it becomes harder to ignore the uncomfortable idea that one’s opinions about the police
are in fact related to one’s own levels of racism. MRS scores and CRIM scores both positively
predicted participants’ perceptions of police. Race also predicted police perceptions in that White
people were more likely than non-White people to have higher POPS scores. Age was also a
significant predictor in this model, such that positive perceptions of police were associated with
increased participant age. This is perhaps the most promising finding in the study – perhaps
younger generations have lower perceptions of police officers due to the significant negative
media coverage in recent years.
One interesting finding from this analysis was that implicit racism scores (IAT d-scores)
did initially predict perceptions of police scores. However, once direct explicit racism (CRIM
and MRS) was entered into the stepwise regression, this relationship went away. The results of
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the two mediation analyses that I conducted determined that MRS was not responsible for this,
but that CRIM scores partially mediated the relation between implicit racism and perceptions of
police.
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CHAPTER VIII
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across a series of studies for my dissertation, I developed a multifaceted and
contemporary explicit racism scale; I also showed that explicit racism predicted juror behavior,
while implicit behavior failed to predict juror behavior. This dissertation first included a short
pilot study using the University of New Hampshire’s online participant pool. The purpose of my
pilot study was to test out a trial summary involving a police officer shooting and killing an
unarmed suspect that was either White or Black depending on the condition. Next, I conducted
my first official study online using Amazon MTurk.
The purpose of my first study was to begin the validation process of my updated racism
scales. While I initially created two scales – the Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes (DERA) scale,
and the Black and Blue Lives Scale (BaBS) – I found that they were so highly correlated that it
would be irresponsible to refer to them as separate scales. I conducted further exploratory
analyses to determine how these scales looked as one larger scale – the Contemporary Racism
Ideologies Measure (CRIM). Ultimately, I found that these two scales combined to create one
larger extremely reliable and multifaceted measure of explicit racism. As mentioned in my
analyses, I tested all the hypotheses for study one using the separate scales and the combined
scale. The general discussion focuses exclusively on the CRIM scale and does not discuss the
two separate scales. The final study of my dissertation examined how different types of racism
predict individual juror behavior.
The purpose of the final study of my dissertation was to combine the methodologies from
the pilot study, and study one; the purpose was to see how different forms of racism predicted
jury behavior. Researchers have shown how juries treat defendants differently based on their race
(Cohn et al., 2009; 2012), and police officer defendants differently (more favorably) than citizens
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(Nix et al, 2017). Surprisingly, limited research has looked at if juries treat police officer
defendants differently in cases involving race and police brutality. Even further, there is limited
experimental data on how different types of racism measures (DER, IER, implicit) predict jury
behavior for cases involving police officers as defendants. Study two bridged these gaps in the
literature. This study also continued the development of the Contemporary Racist Ideologies
Measures (CRIM). This study certainly helped my efforts to validate the Contemporary Racism
Ideologies Measure (CRIM) that I created for my dissertation.
Key Findings from Dissertation Research
In my pilot study, I found evidence to support a controversial argument in the United
States – juries do not hold police officers accountable for violent behavior, especially against
Black victims. My first hypothesis for the pilot was that the Modern Racism Scale (MRS)
(McConahay, 1986) would be positively correlated with Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
(Pratto et al., 1994) – while this hypothesis was supported, the correlation was much weaker than
anticipated. Regardless, these initial findings did support the notion that direct explicit racism
and indirect explicit racism overlap conceptually to a certain degree. Due to this unexpectedly
low correlation, I felt it would be necessary in further studies to examine if these findings are
consistent with other IER and DER scales. Additionally, I felt it necessary to try and develop
new scales that might better represent these concepts, by addressing more modern ideas of
racism and prejudice.
For my second hypothesis in my pilot study, I predicted that juries would be more likely
to convict a police officer of second-degree murder for White victims as opposed to Black
victims. The reasoning behind this hypothesis was that if juries held racist beliefs, they would
treat White victims differently than Black victims in that they would be more likely to convict an
officer who killed a White person. The results were consistent with this hypothesis in that White
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victims were more likely to yield convictions than Black victims. The results here are consistent
with the literature on this subject – police officers are rarely held accountable for their actions,
especially when victims are Black.
Not all hypotheses for the pilot study were supported, however. For instance, I
hypothesized that the jurors would be more likely to use the police officer’s testimony to reach
their verdict when the victim was Black as opposed to White. I felt that this might demonstrate
that jurors were more willing to believe the perpetrator when there was a Black victim involved,
indicating racism towards Black victims. However, the results did not support this hypothesis.
This suggested that there was no effect of victim race on the weight of police officer testimony
on verdict decision making. One possible explanation for this lack of a finding could be that
there were different motives for their reasoning – more specifically worded questions might have
helped this problem. Specifically, jurors who vote to convict might have used the police officer’s
testimony heavily in their decision making because they did not believe his story. Conversely,
jurors who voted to acquit might have used the police officer’s testimony heavily in their
decision making because they trusted that the officer was telling the truth. Wording this question
to assess how much jurors trusted or believed the officer’s testimony could have helped solve
this issue.
In the first study, there was support for my first hypothesis examining the relation
between older racism measures and the new combined racism scale that I created. The results
showed that the CRIM (Contemporary Racist Ideologies Measure) was significantly related to
notable measures of Direct Explicit Racism (e.g. Henry & Sears, 2002; McConahay, 1986). The
relation between the CRIM and both DER measures was convincingly strong – however, the
results were much stronger for the relation between the CRIM and the Modern Racism Scale
(McConahay, 1986), than between the CRIM and the Symbolic Racism Scale (Henry & Sears,
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2002). These results were intriguing because the CRIM borrowed concepts from each scale, but
also included a significant number of novel concepts unmentioned in either scale. The initial
results here indicated that the CRIM was clearly measuring multiple components of DER. In
addition to comparing the CRIM to measures of DER, I felt it was necessary to compare the
CRIM to measures of Indirect Explicit Racism (IER), as the BaBS was originally envisioned as
being an alternative measure of IER.
The second hypothesis, and its sub-hypothesis (2a), were partially supported. When I
created the BaBS scale, I tried using the SDO, RWA, and other ideas brought forth in racism
literature to develop an indirect measure of explicit racism. These items remained in the
combined CRIM scale. While the SDO and RWA were correlated with the CRIM as expected,
only the RWA scale predicted CRIM scores in the regression model. Ultimately, I believe that
the items that I created were too blatantly written as a way of identifying racism towards Black
people. Unlike the CRIM, the SDO does not specify race (Pratt et al., 1994). While I agree with
previous researchers (Fiske & North, 2015), that RWA is indeed an IER measure, I do not think
this was the reason for its success in positively predicting CRIM, scores using regression.
Components of the CRIM address issues tangentially related to current political attitudes;
support for BLM certainly tends to be a more liberal stance (Maraj et al., 2019). Supporting
police and recognizing racial injustice regarding police interactions with minorities have
unfortunately become a political issue (Kilgo & Murao, 2019; Nix et al., 2017; Updegrove et al.,
2018). So, while the CRIM might to some extent tap into IER, it is likely so strongly related to
RWA given the political nature of the BLM movement. For this same reason, it is clear why
there was strong support for my third hypothesis (political orientation positively predicted CRIM
scores).
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Before discussing the final study (study two) I wanted to reiterate the changes made in
the summary from the pilot to study two. The juror measures from the initial pilot were so
strongly in favor of acquitting the police officer that I was afraid I may have biased the summary.
In the initial summary, the victim assaulted the officer, and had a handgun in their car (not on
their person, so still unarmed) at the time of the shooting. Additionally, I described the officer as
being someone without a history of racism or violence. For this reason, I believe that mock jurors
overwhelmingly decided to acquit. However, there were still differences between White and
Black victims. I did not include a summary again until my second study (which was done online,
unlike the pilot). Afraid that my initial summary was too biased, I changed several details to
make the situation more ambiguous. First, I changed the officer’s record presented to the jury so
that it included several instances of jarring police brutality (as has been the case in many recent
trials against police officers, for instance Derek Chauvin). Next, I removed the details about the
victim having a firearm in their car, as I was afraid this might have been too influential to the
jury – in the second summary, the officers found a knife after the shooting. I also changed the
eyewitness from having only heard the interaction to partially recording the interaction on a
cellphone.
Among the most convincing findings for the final study of my dissertation (study two)
involving the CRIM was that this measure successfully predicted jury behavior – this provided
support for the first hypothesis. Specifically, jurors with high CRIM scores were more likely to
acquit police officers of second-degree murder than jurors with low CRIM scores. The CRIM
was obviously developed using the initial Black and Blue Lives scale, which attempted to assess
people’s attitudes regarding racial inequality involving the police in the U.S. The fact that this
scale accurately predicted jurors individual verdicts indicates that people’s attitudes about
modern racial issues involving the police are significantly involved in behaviors with massive
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ramifications such as juror verdict decision-making. Perhaps the most interesting and important
finding from these analyses predicting juror verdict was that the CRIM was the only measure to
successfully do so – none of the other measures, including the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998)
significantly predicted jury behavior. The IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) failed to predict jury
verdicts for this case. This is consistent with research on the IAT’s ability to predict behaviors in
general. Something that is critical to point out is that there were no significant findings in the
final study involving the experimental manipulations of officer/victim race. The implications for
these findings are discussed in greater detail below.
Study two of my dissertation yielded additional fascinating and unexpected findings –
most of these findings included the CRIM in one way or another. The CRIM yielded promising
results across numerous analyses, suggesting that future racism research needs to include this
measure. Several different measures (each measuring different concepts) were significantly
associated with the CRIM; among these measures were, political orientation, the Perceptions of
Police Scale (POPS) (Nadal & Davidoff, 2015), and the Modern Racism Scale (MRS)
(McConahay, 1986). The results of the MRS from the first study were replicated in this study –
the MRS was a significant predictor of CRIM scores. Additionally, the POPS was a significant
predictor of CRIM scores.
Implications of Dissertation Research
Ultimately, I believe that the results of my dissertation research are extremely important
for the field of psychology – specifically for legal psychological research, and racism research.
First and foremost, this dissertation research led to me creating an extremely reliable and
powerful measure of direct explicit racism – the Contemporary Racism Ideologies Measure
(CRIM). This measure consistently demonstrated strong relations to other racism measures.
Across numerous analyses, the CRIM produced the strongest, and most convincing results in this
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study in terms of predicting juror behavior and juror attitudes of racism. The primary
overarching goal of this dissertation research was to attempt to understand what components lead
individual jurors to be so overwhelmingly forgiving towards police officer defendants –
especially in cases involving minority suspects. While I do firmly believe that this dissertation
research expanded mock-jury research into unchartered territories, I think the biggest
contribution this research provided for the field of social psychology/prejudice research is the
creation of the CRIM scale.
Importantly, the CRIM did not just relate to only other measures of direct explicit racism
(Symbolic Racism Scale [Henry & Sears, 2002]; Modern Racism Scale [McConahay, 1986]), but
to implicit racism (Greenwald et al., 1998) and indirect explicit racism (Social Dominance
Orientation [Pratto et al., 1994]; Right Wing Authoritarianism [Altemeyer, 1981]). The CRIM
was the only measure throughout my dissertation research to do this. In fact, stepwise regressions
showed that the CRIM rendered several other scales to be nonsignificant after including it in the
model. This scale is so important for the field of social psychology and racism research because
it offers a scale that addresses a variety of concepts that are crucial to current forms of racism
that other measures simply do not address. Additionally, the other scales, specifically the MRS
and the SRS, only consist of seven items. While this is a fine number of items for a shortened
version of a scale or a subset of a racism scale identifying a specific form of racism, I just do not
believe that they are long enough to address the complexities of racism in its entirety, or even
close to that. The CRIM consists of 24 items that focus on a variety of issues related to racism,
with real world examples. To be perfectly clear, I am not implying that the CRIM addresses
racism in its entirety; however, I think the evidence of this dissertation clearly shows that it
addresses more than any other racism scales currently available.
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Additional support for using the CRIM in future racism research was evidenced from the
results of the multiple regression using racism measures and political orientation to predict
implicit racism, or the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). While I am certainly skeptical of the IAT’s
ability to predict human behavior, and also of the IAT’s ability to identify implicit racism, I do
believe that it is a decent indicator of general explicit biases. Interestingly, none of the validated
racism measures in this study that I included from previous research studies predicted IAT
difference scores – only the CRIM predicted IAT scores. Once again, this undeniably adds to our
evidence suggesting that the CRIM is a strong measure of racism; additionally, it suggests that
racism measures must include contemporary racial topics in order to fully assess racist
ideologies. The fact that the CRIM did reliably predict IAT racism scores, direct explicit racism,
and indirect explicit racism clearly illustrates how versatile of a measure I created for my
dissertation. To the best of my knowledge, there are no other measures that consistently provide
such strong and wide-spread results.
Another crucial implication from this dissertation research is that political orientation is
undeniably associated with explicit racism. It is hard to ignore some glaring findings from these
studies regarding political attitudes in the US and how they relate to racist ideologies. Several
different analyses involving different measures of racism and political orientation, all pointed in
one alarming direction – conservatism is clearly positively associated with racism. This is not to
say that all conservatives are racist, clearly. However, it is apparent that very conservative
individuals consistently (with very strong results) display much higher levels of racism than
those who are very liberal. While political orientation did not predict prejudicial behavior in the
form of unequal sentencing or conviction rates, these findings are nonetheless concerning. So,
while the relation between the CRIM and political orientation was disheartening, it was also
predictable. Numerous researchers have demonstrated over for years (particularly the last few
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years) how increasingly prejudicial and discriminatory (e.g., towards minorities, LGBTQ
members) the conservative party in the U.S. has become (Brown et al., 2019, Chloe et al., 2019;
Cramer, 2020; Kilgo & Murao, 2019). The results of these studies show that extremely
conservative attitudes directly predict racist attitudes towards Black people. These researchers
have also demonstrated (as have others– Cohn et al., 2009; 2012; Sommers, 2007), that racist
attitudes and extremely conservative beliefs (RWA), predict real-life behavior such as jury
verdicts.
An additional implication that I wanted to address from my dissertation was the relation
between support for police and explicit racism. The results involving the POPS were seriously
alarming – it is hard to deny that the United States has a significant problem involving racism
and the police, given that supporting police was a very strong predictor of racist beliefs. What
these results appeared to reveal was that unwavering support for police officers in the United
States is undeniably intertwined with racism towards Black Americans. To some (BLM, BLM
supporters), this is not shocking news in the slightest – the Black Lives Matter movement has
been publicly raising this issue for years. Most notably, this movement gained significant
traction following the execution of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014. The results of
this dissertation make it nearly impossible to deny the fact that America has a significant
problem involving racism and police; there is no justifiable reason for extremely racist beliefs to
be so closely aligned with simply supporting modern police and their efforts in this country.
Looking at the results from my exploratory analysis on predicting perceptions of police
scores, it becomes harder to ignore the uncomfortable idea that one’s opinions about the police
are in fact related to one’s own levels of racism. MRS scores and CRIM scores both positively
predicted participants’ perceptions of police. Race also predicted police perceptions in that White
people were more likely than non-White people to have higher POPS scores. Age was also a
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significant predictor in this model, such that positive perceptions of police were associated with
increased participant age. This is perhaps the most promising finding in the study – perhaps
younger generations have lower perceptions of police officers due to the significant negative
media coverage in recent years.
Finally, I think this dissertation research demonstrates how difficult it is to predict jury
behavior. When examining all the measures included in this research, only the CRIM and the
SDO (barely) accurately predicted jury behavior in a mock trial. The results of the SDO clearly
show that people who display indirect explicit racism like social dominance have a clear desire
to protect those who uphold the law. People high in measures of social dominance or right-wing
authoritarianism, tend to view the world as needing strong authoritative figures like police
officers to keep society under control by any means necessary (Khan et al, 2018). The results
from the dissertation research indicated that the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) was ineffective at
predicting jury behavior.
These results are consistent with recent research on the IAT’s predictive ability in
behavioral research. Meissner et al. (2019), conducted a massive meta-analysis of IAT studies
predicting actual human behavior and found that there is very little support for any such claim.
They found that the IAT was overwhelmingly a very poor predictor of actual behavior, and that
in instances where it did predict behavior, the results were not very strong. Ultimately, the IAT is
measuring people’s general associations between concepts – it does not include contextual
information that written scenarios or scale items include. Meissner (2019) argues that for this
reason, the IAT is essentially too vague of a measure to accurately predict human behavior.
Overall, these results have massive implications for future legal research; specifically, any future
research attempting to assess how jurors’ racist attitudes affect any aspect of their behavior must
include the CRIM. Even further, I believe that any racism research attempting to predict
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prejudicial behavior in general must include this scale given the convincing findings from this
study.
Ultimately, however, the strongest predictor of jury behavior (verdict decisions) was
CRIM scores. The results showed that as participants who reported higher levels of CRIM were
more likely to acquit the officer. Clearly, more research is needed to determine the replicability
of this finding, but as a first step, it is promising to see that this scale was able to identify verdicts
accurately.
Limitations & Future Directions in Dissertation Research
The most significant limitation from this dissertation research was that the experimental
manipulations in the final study did not appear to work. There are numerous explanations as to
why this might have occurred – first, it is possible that conducting this experiment solely online
without having a researcher monitoring participants’ attention/activity could have skewed or
severely altered results involving experimental manipulations. Researchers have previously
addressed how using online data collection methods for experimental studies as opposed to
survey research can negatively impact the quality of the data (Buchanan & Schofield, 2018;
Chmielewski & Kucker, 2019; Hauser & Schwartz, 2016). These same researchers explain that if
researchers plan to conduct experimental studies on online platforms, they must implement very
strict and sophisticated tracking/attention monitoring methods to avoid any issues of participants
providing inattentive and unreliable data. Participants can complete surveys with relatively little
exerted effort; however, reading comprehension tasks require sustained effort and focus that
participants find overwhelmingly less enjoyable than merely completing surveys (Buchanan &
Schofield, 2018). Future research using similar protocols must take one of two options – conduct
the study in person or utilize the monitoring methodologies (see above) with online experiments.
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In my own personal future research, I intend to return (almost exclusively) to in-person
methodologies for any experimental studies.
Another limitation from the second study involved the changes I made to the summary
after the pilot study. I believe that I may have perhaps changed too much information in the
mock trial summary from the pilot study to the second study. Unfortunately, I believe that in
making these drastic changes, I may have again biased the jury (this time in the opposite
direction). Jurors in the second study overwhelmingly convicted the officer of murder. My future
research must pilot multiple scenarios and attempt to create a truly unbiased (or as close to
unbiased as possible) scenario, to avoid the problems that I encountered in the second study. One
method of doing this is by having participants rate the believability of the trial summary.
Participants could also give an honest opinion of how biased the view the summary being.
Something else that I felt was important to address as it may have influenced the results
of my second study, was the impact of the timing of national news stories on my experimental
manipulations. At the time of data collection, the Derek Chauvin trial for the horrific murder of
George Floyd was just beginning and was thus all over the news. I am not implying that this
alone influenced the results; however, I do think this could have potentially influenced some of
the participants’ answers. Though the manipulations in the second study did not appear to work,
I believe that these studies still contributed to the fields of social psychology and the psychology
of racism in several important ways. Learning from these limitations and potential mistakes in
this research will only help strengthen future research in this area.
An additional future direction that I intend to explore is the impact of actual jury
deliberation and group decision making on verdicts. One notable limitation from the dissertation
research was that the experiments only looked at individual juror decision making and did not
include deliberation and group verdicts. Researchers have demonstrated that deliberation can
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fundamentally change juror’s opinions and sway them to vote differently than their independent
verdict prior to deliberation (Sommers, 2006). Additionally, having individual juror decisions as
opposed to group decisions following deliberation hurts the generalizability of the findings.
Unfortunately, research involving group verdicts (involving 12 person juries) require absolutely
massive numbers of participants. Research of this magnitude would be much easier given grant
funding – this would allow me to pay for things like a significantly larger participant pool (not
just university students or online workers). Grant funding could also pay for higher quality
mock-trial materials – for instance, some researchers have actually paid actors/filmmakers to
develop a videotaped mock-trial summary (e.g. Brodsky et al., 2009). This allows
participants/mock-jurors to feel like they are a part of a real trial. For researchers examining
racism in juries, deliberation can play a significant role in influencing group decision making.
For instance, Kleynhans (2017) illustrated how racism can influence and bias jury decision
making across several studies – the results showed that jurors rarely ever report acts of blatant
(experimentally manipulated) racism during deliberation.
In my own future research, I intend to fix some of the limitations that I believe ultimately
impacted this study. I want to fix the summary so that neither side (prosecution or defense) has a
clear case. This is obviously important because I want to see how jurors react to a relatively
neutral case. Next, if I work with MTurk again, I will make sure to include attention checks and
other measures to ensure that participants are reading the case summary and are aware of the
manipulations taking place. Something I will not change at all, however, is the CRIM scale – I
believe there is enough strong evidence already to show that this is an excellent and arguably
preferable measure of racism contemporarily.
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APPENDIX A: SCALES AND MEASUREMENT TOOLS
Demographics
For each question below, please circle or fill in the answer that is correct:
1) What is your sex?
1. Male
2. Female
3. Other______________________
2) How old are you?
________ years old.
3) Which of the following do you identify as?
1. Black
2. Native American
3. Asian
4. Non-Hispanic White
5. Hispanic or Latinx
6. Other ______________________
4) What is your religion?
1. Agnostic
2. Atheist
3. Buddhist
4. Christianity (Catholic, Protestant, Baptist, etc.)
5. Greek Orthodox
6. Jewish
7. Muslim
8. Hindu
9. Other _______________________
5) On a scale from 1 to 7, please circle the number which best describes your political
orientation:
(1)
Very Liberal

(2)
Liberal

(3)

(4)
Neither

(5)
(6)
Conservative

Questions After Trial Summary
6) What is your personal verdict for this case?
a. Not guilty
b. Guilty
95

(7)
Very Conservative

7) How confident are you in this decision?
1. Very unconfident
2. Fairly unconfident
3. Slightly unconfident
4. Neutral confidence
5. Slightly confident
6. Fairly confident
7. Very confident
8) How important was the bystander footage in reaching your conclusion?
i.
Very important
ii. Fairly unimportant
iii. Slightly unimportant
iv.
Neutral importance
v. Slightly important
vi.
Fairly important
vii.
Very important
9) How important was the evidence found on the victim (weapon/control) in reaching your
conclusion?
I.
Very unimportant
II.
Fairly unimportant
III.
Slightly unimportant
IV.
Neutral importance
V. Slightly important
VI.
Fairly important
VII.
Very important
10) How important was the testimony from the police officer in reaching your conclusion?
I.
Very unimportant
II.
Fairly unimportant
III.
Slightly unimportant
IV.
Neutral importance
V. Slightly important
VI.
Fairly important
VII.
Very important
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11) How important was the testimony from the defendant’s friend in reaching your conclusion?
I.
Very unimportant
II.
Fairly unimportant
III.
Slightly unimportant
IV.
Neutral importance
V. Slightly important
VI.
Fairly important
VII.
Very important

12) How confident are you that the Police officer made the correct decision to shoot?
I.
Very unconfident
II.
Fairly unconfident
III.
Slightly unconfident
IV.
Neutral confidence
V. Slightly confident
VI.
Fairly confident
VII.
Very confident
13) How strict of a sentence would you recommend for this defendant?
a) 0-2 years
b) 3-5 years
c) 6-8 years
d) 8-10 years
e) 10-12 years
f) 12-15 years
g) 16-lifetime in prison
14) Should this person be ever be considered for early release (for good behavior in prison)?
a. Yes
b. No
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Symbolic Racism Scale (Henry & Sears, 2002)
Black people Should Work Harder
1. It is really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if black people would only try
harder, they could be just as well off as whites.
(1, strongly agree; 2, somewhat agree; 3, somewhat disagree; 4, strongly disagree)
2. Irish, Italian, Jewish, and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their way up.
Black people should do the same without any special favors.
(1, strongly agree; 2, somewhat agree; 3, somewhat disagree; 4, strongly disagree)
Demands for Special Favors
1. Some say that black leaders have been trying to push too fast. Others feel that they haven't
pushed fast enough. What do you think?
(1, trying to push too fast; 2, going too slowly; 3, moving at about the right speed)
2. How much of the racial tension that exists in the United States today do you think black people
are responsible for creating?
(1, all of it; 2, most; 3, some; 4, not much at all)
Denial of Continuing Racial Discrimination
1. How much discrimination against blacks do you feel there is in the United States today,
limiting their chances to get ahead? (R)
(1, a lot; 2, some; 3, just a little; 4, none at all)
2. Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for
blacks to work their way out of the lower class. (R) (1, strongly agree; 2, somewhat agree; 3,
somewhat disagree; 4, strongly disagree)
Undeserved Outcomes
1. Over the past few years, black people have gotten less than they deserve (R)
(1, strongly agree; 2, somewhat agree; 3, somewhat disagree; 4, strongly disagree)
2. Over the past few years, blacks have gotten more economically than they deserve.
(1, strongly agree; 2, somewhat agree; 3, somewhat disagree; 4, strongly disagree)
(R) Reverse scored item.
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Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994)
Pratto, F., Sidanius, J., Stallworth, L. M., & Malle, B. F. (1994). Social dominance orientation: A
personality variable predicting social and political attitudes. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 67(4), 741-763.
Instructions: “Which of the following objects or statements do you have a positive or negative
feeling towards? Beside each object or statement, place a number from '1' to '7' which represents
the degree of your positive or negative feeling."
The scale was labeled very positive (7), positive (6), slightly positive (5), neither positive nor
negative (4), slightly negative (3), negative (2), and very negative (1).
1. Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups.
2. In getting what you want, it is sometimes necessary to use force against other groups.
3. It's OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than others.
4. To get ahead in life, it is sometimes necessary to step on other groups.
5. If certain groups stayed in their place, we would have fewer problems.
6. It's probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the bottom.
7. Inferior groups should stay in their place.
8. Sometimes other groups must be kept in their place.
9. It would be good if groups could be equal.
10. Group equality should be our ideal.
11. All groups should be given an equal chance in life.
12. We should do what we can to equalize conditions for different groups.
13. Increased social equality.
14. We would have fewer problems if we treated people more equally.
15. We should strive to make incomes as equal as possible.
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Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986)
Response scale is 1, strongly disagree, to 5, strongly agree.
*Reverse scored item.
1. Discrimination against black people is no longer a problem in the United States.
2. It is easy to understand the anger of black people in America.*
3. Black people have more influence upon school desegregation plans than they ought to
have.
4. Black people are getting too demanding in their push for equal rights.
5. Black people should not push themselves where they are not wanted.
6. Over the past few years, black people have gotten more economically than they deserve.
7. Over the past few years, the government and news media have shown more respect to
black people than they deserve.
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Right-Wing Authoritarianism Scale (Altemeyer, 1981)
1. Our country needs a powerful leader, in order to destroy the radical and immoral currents
prevailing in society today.
2. Our country needs free thinkers, who will have the courage to stand up against traditional ways,
even if this upsets many people.
3. The ‘‘old-fashioned ways’’ and ‘‘old-fashioned values’’ still show the best way to live.
4. Our society would be better off if we showed tolerance and understanding for untraditional
values and opinions.
5. God’s laws about abortion, pornography and marriage must be strictly followed before it is too
late, violations must be punished.
6. The society needs to show openness towards people thinking differently, rather than a strong
leader, the world is not particularly evil or dangerous.
7. It would be best if newspapers were censored so that people would not be able to get hold of
destructive and disgusting material.
8. Many good people challenge the state, criticize the church and ignore ‘‘the normal way of
living’’.
9. Our forefathers ought to be honored more for the way they have built our society, at the same
time we ought to put an end to those forces destroying it.
10. People ought to put less attention to the Bible and religion, instead they ought to develop their
own moral standards.
11. There are many radical, immoral people trying to ruin things; the society ought to stop them.
12. It is better to accept bad literature than to censor it.
13. Facts show that we have to be harder against crime and sexual immorality, in order to uphold
law and order.
14. The situation in the society of today would be improved if troublemakers were treated with
reason and humanity.
15. If the society so wants, it is the duty of every true citizen to help eliminate the evil that
poisons our country from within
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Perceptions of Police Scale (POPS) (Nadal & Davidoff, 2015)
1. Police officers are friendly
2. Police officers protect me
3. Police officers treat all people fairly
4. I like the police
5. The police are good people
6. The police do not discriminate
7. The police provide safety
8. The police are helpful
9. The police are trustworthy
10. The police are reliable
11. Police officers are unbiased
12. Police officers care about my community
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Implicit Association Test (Greendwald & Benaji, 1998) – Faces and Words
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APPENDIX B: SCALES AND MATERIALS DEVELOPED FOR DISSERTATION
Black and Blue Lives Scale (BaBS)
*Items were removed from the scale following factor analysis.
*(R) Reverse scored items
For each of the following statements, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 how strongly you agree with the
statement, where a 1 indicates that you very strongly disagree, and a 7 indicates that you very strongly agree.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

*(R) Police officers disproportionately target Black people the line of duty.
*(R) The "Black Lives Matter" (BLM) movement is a worthy cause.
*“Blue Lives Matter” is a worthy cause.
“All Lives Matter” is a better term than solely “Black Lives Matter”.
Jurors hold police officers accountable for their crimes (ex. police brutality or unlawful
killing).
6. *Police officers should be allowed to use a taser when a suspect is deliberately
refusing to follow orders.
7. *Police officers should be allowed to use pepper spray when a suspect is deliberately
refusing to follow orders.
8. *Police officers should be allowed to use a firearm when a suspect is deliberately
refusing to follow orders.
9. *Police officers should be allowed to use a taser on any citizen for violating an
established city-wide curfew due to violent protests or riots.
10. *Police officers should be allowed to use pepper spray on any citizen for violating an
established city-wide curfew due to violent protests or riots.
11. *Police officers should be allowed to use firearms on any citizen for violating an
established city-wide curfew due to violent protests or riots.
12. Police officers are being bullied in America for doing their jobs.
13. *It is more dangerous than ever now to be a police officer in the U.S.
14. “Defunding the police” would lead to significantly more violent crime across the country.
15. Black people do not demonstrate an appropriate level respect for police officers in the
U.S.
16. *Police officers deserve respect for their bravery and heroism.
17. Citywide protests about police brutality are just excuses for people to loot from their own
neighbors.
18. *(R) Police brutality is a serious problem in the U.S.
19. The Black Lives Matter movement is dangerous because it encourages violence towards
police.
20. The race of a suspect does not affect a police officer’s ability to assess the riskiness of a
situation.
21. Most police officers treat every citizen they encounter equally.
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Direct Explicit Racist Attitudes (DERA)
*Items were removed from the scale following factor analysis.
*(R) Reverse scored items
For each of the following statements, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 how strongly you agree with the
statement, where a 1 indicates that you very strongly disagree, and a 7 indicates that you very strongly agree.

1. *Black people are naturally aggressive.
2. *(R)*Black people pay more in taxes than they use in social services provided by the
government.
3. Black people contribute more to high crime rates in U.S. cities than White people.
4. *Black people should talk “normally” (avoid slang, improper grammar, etc.).
5. *Black people, as a community, have a failing family system.
6. *Black people are less attractive than other races.
7. Black people use the “N-Word” then unfairly punish White people who also say it.
8. Merit should always be considered over race during the hiring process.
9. *(R)Workforce initiatives to hire more Black people (affirmative action) are
important.
10. *(R)Fundamental problems with our governmental systems disproportionately
impact crime rates in predominantly Black communities
11. Black populations concentrated in urban areas are worse than Urban areas with a high
White population
12. *Black people should not wear braids or dreads at their place of work because those
are unprofessional hairstyles.
13. *(R)Black people deserve reparations for slavery.
14. The fact that the U.S. had a Black president (Barack Obama), clearly shows that racism is
not a major problem in the country now.
15. Tearing down confederate monuments in U.S. cities is important.
16. *(R) Flying a confederate flag is relatively harmless.
17. The confederate flag does not represent pro-slavery ideals.
18. “Black on Black crime” harms Black people more than anything else in the U.S
19. Professional athletes kneeling during the National Anthem is a disgraceful act.
20. Citywide protests about racial injustice are just excuses for people to loot and steal from
their own neighbors.
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Contemporary Racist Ideologies Measure (CRIM)
*Items were removed from the scale following factor analysis.
*(R) Reverse scored items
For each of the following statements, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 how strongly you agree with the statement, where a 1 indicates that
you very strongly disagree, and a 7 indicates that you very strongly agree.

1.

*(R) Police officers disproportionately target Black people the line of duty.

2.

*(R) The "Black Lives Matter" (BLM) movement is a worthy cause.

3.

“All Lives Matter” is a better term than solely “Black Lives Matter”.

4.

Jurors hold police officers accountable for their crimes (ex. police brutality or unlawful killing).

5.

Police officers are being bullied in America for doing their jobs.

6.

“Defunding the police” would lead to significantly more violent crime across the country.

7.

Black people do not demonstrate an appropriate level respect for police officers in the U.S.

8.

Citywide protests about police brutality are just excuses for people to loot from their own neighbors.

9.

*(R) Police brutality is a serious problem in the U.S.

10. *The Black Lives Matter movement is dangerous because it encourages violence towards police.
11. The race of a suspect does not affect a police officer’s ability to assess the riskiness of a situation.
12. Most police officers treat every citizen they encounter equally.
13. Black people contribute more to high crime rates in U.S. cities than White people.
14. Black people use the “N-Word” then unfairly punish White people who also say it.
15. Merit should always be considered over race during the hiring process.
16. *(R)Workforce initiatives to hire more Black people (affirmative action) are important.
17. *(R)Fundamental problems with our governmental systems disproportionately impact crime rates in
predominantly Black communities

18. Black populations concentrated in urban areas are worse than Urban areas with a high White population
19. *(R)Black people deserve reparations for slavery.
20. The fact that the U.S. had a Black president (Barack Obama), clearly shows that racism is not a major problem in the
country now.

21. Tearing down confederate monuments in U.S. cities is important.
22. *(R) Flying a confederate flag is relatively harmless.
23. The confederate flag does not represent pro-slavery ideals.
24. “Black on Black crime” harms Black people more than anything else in the U.S
25. Professional athletes kneeling during the National Anthem is a disgraceful act.
26. *Citywide protests about racial injustice are just excuses for people to loot and steal from their own neighbors.
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Trial Summary Transcript.
New Hampshire v. Clark
1. What follows is a summary of trial proceedings in the case of New Hampshire v. Steven
Clark. The defendant was charged with second degree murder.
2. In his opening statement, the prosecutor claimed the evidence showed that Officer Steven
Clark unlawfully shot and killed the victim, Floyd Watson. Clark claims self-defense as well
as necessary use of force in the killing, but the evidence proved that he was not acting in selfdefense, nor was use of force necessary. Clark had a history of losing his temper in the line of
duty, as well as in his personal life. Using a bystander’s footage, the prosecutor walked the
jury through what happened that night.
3. Before the camera started recording, Clark stopped Watson outside of 24-Hour
Convenience around 9:00pm for “suspicious behavior”. Clark claimed that Watson matched
a profile for an armed robbery case but had not gotten any calls about Watson to prompt his
stop. The recording started at this point. Watson mouthed off to Clark, asking the officer to
leave him alone. Officer Clark proceeded to shine his flashlight directly in the victim’s eyes
(physically contacting the victim’s hat brim), to which the victim moved the flashlight away
from his face. Clark then drew his firearm and instructed Watson to get on the ground,
insisting he had just assaulted an officer. Watson, who was already turning his back towards
his car when the officer was drawing his weapon, reached his arm out for the door. Clark
shot Watson in the back, ribs, and neck a total of six times, killing him instantly.
4. The defense attorney opened by claiming that all of Officer Clark’s actions were “by the
book” and he did what his training showed him to do. The defense argued that immediately
at the beginning of the interaction, Watson was acting hostile and suspicious. They also
pointed out that Watson truly escalated the situation by shoving the officer’s hand away,
adding that Officer Clark did not mean to contact his hat. At that point, the defense argued
that the suspect was acting extremely dangerous and needed to be safely apprehended –
moving towards his automobile made Watson an increasingly higher risk, they argued.
Specifically, they noted that the suspect had a hunting knife, and pepper spray in the front
seat on his car.
5. Continuing his opening statement, the defense explained that had Clark not shot Watson,
he could have temporarily blinded the officer with pepper spray, allowing him to either use
his hunting knife, capable of deadly assault, or drive into the officer with his vehicle. The
defense continued to state that when police officers give criminals the benefit of the doubt,
they wind up getting killed or seriously injured. The defense encouraged the jury to think
about the fact that Clark did not want to kill Watson, but that he had to for his own safety.
Finally, they stated that if Watson had simply complied and answered questions normally,
this situation would have been avoided entirely.
6. The first witness for the prosecution was David Madden, the bystander who filmed the
interaction between Clark and Watson. Madden stated that Watson did not appear to be
acting suspiciously at all before the officer approached. He also noted that he wished he had
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started filming beforehand to show that the officer started off with a hostile tone. He stated
that the officer insisted on searching him, and questioning him, despite having no real reason
to even stop Watson. Madden stated that it was perfectly reasonable for Watson to be
irritated at the officer – especially after he hit his hat brim with his flashlight. Madden noted
that it was probably foolish of Watson to swat the flashlight, but that his actions were not
intended to harm the officer.
7. On cross-examination, Madden said he both parties were responsible for escalating the
situation. After being asked if Watson followed any of the officer’s commands or answered
any of his questions, Madden said “No, he did not.” After being asked if Watson made
physical contact with the police officer’s body, and not just the flashlight, Madden said “Yes,
he made contact with his arm as well.”
8. The next witness was Ed Guiliano, one of two police officers to meet Clark at the
convenient store after the shooting. Guiliano described how he found the body, the number of
bullet holes, and the victim’s proximity to the weapons. He immediately secured the area
while a forensic examiner took photographs. Guiliano did not arrest Clark – he just had him
fill out a incident statement of what happened.
9. The prosecution asked if Clark was known for his temper. Guiliano said that Clark was
known for having a temper. Guiliano was asked to provide examples – he included a story
about Clark being suspended for aggressively beating up a minor that he caught shoplifting
candy. He included another story about Clark being suspended for firing his weapon in the
air to scare protestors. The defense objected to this, but their motion was denied. Finally,
they asked if Guiliano or other officers had been called to Clark’s residence for any reason –
Guiliano said that Clark’s ex-wife once called the station for help because she was afraid
Clark might seriously hurt her following an argument. Once again, there was an objection,
this time it was sustained.
10. On cross-examination, the defense asked if Guiliano believed use of force was necessary.
Guiliano agreed but said that it could have been avoided if Watson followed orders. Guiliano
also clarified that six gunshots may seem like a lot, but in the heat of the moment, police
officers will pull the trigger a few times more than necessary. Guiliano told the jury that
Clark, except for a few hiccups, was a very caring and respected police officer.
11. The final witness for the prosecution was Jeffery Ostrander, a bystander who watched the
officers after they had taken statements from everyone and were waiting for the forensic
examiner to finish taking pictures. Ostrander testified that Officer Clark was joking with
other officers on the scene about the incident, calling Watson “someone who couldn’t follow
orders if his life depended on it” The officers did not laugh but rather informed Watson that
Ostrander was watching. Ostrander reported that Clark asked if he was “looking for trouble?”
then screamed at him to “get moving, or else.”
12. On cross-examination, Ostrander said it was dark out and that he was not completely
positive that Clark was the one who made the initial joke, though he felt confident. The
defense asked Ostrander how many other officers were present – he answered this question
incorrectly.
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13. The final witness for the defense was Joe Alphonse, a friend of Steven Clark’s.
According to Alphonse, he and Clark had spent time together a few nights after the incident,
and a few more times in the following weeks. Alphonse said that Clark seemed visibly
shaken and different for a few weeks after the incident. Alphonse insisted that Clark was not
the type to boast about killing a suspect.
14. On cross-examination, Alphonse admitted that he had never seen Clark like this before –
despite knowing that this was not his first time shooting someone. The prosecution asked
Alphonse if they believed he was acting different because he did not want to go to jail, rather
than feeling bad for Watson or his family. Alphonse suggested that he had mentioned being
worried about going to jail but had not mentioned Watson’s family.
15. The prosecutor began his closing argument by reminding the jury that two innocent
people were senselessly murdered, leaving behind four grieving parents, seven brothers and
sisters, and other loved ones. “For these living victims, whose lives will never be the same,
ladies and gentlemen”, justice will not be served until the man responsible for these brutal
deaths is punished”.
16. Summarizing the evidence, the prosecution highlighted that Officer Clark had no real
reason to stop Floyd Watson besides a loosely fitting description for a robbery. He
highlighted that Officer Clark did not approach Watson with respect but rather he approached
him aggressively. Next, they pointed out how the officer made unnecessary contact with
Watson first – which was in no way warranted at that point. The prosecution said that it is not
illegal to have a knife or pepper spray in your car, and that Watson never gave any reason for
the officer to believe that he was doing anything but trying to leave. Next, they discussed
how Clark showed a lack of remorse for the victim. Finally, they pointed out that the officer
had a history of anger issues. In light of all the evidence, they argued that the defendant
should be found guilty of second-degree murder.
17. The defense lawyer began closing argument by acknowledging that Steven Clark is an
emotional man, and that he has made mistakes before. However, they highlighted testimony
from his fellow officers and friends to show that he was truly a caring person, and a wellrespected officer. Crucially, the defense argued that Watson acted irrationally and
unpredictably confirming the officer’s suspicions. Further, Watson disobeyed all orders and
ultimately assaulted the officer before trying to quickly escape to his vehicle where he had
dangerous weapons. The finished by saying that Clark made the difficult but correct decision
to shoot, and that had he not, Watson may have likely taken his life given the chance.
18. The judge told jurors that all the relevant and material facts were in and that their duty
was to deliberate until they reached a unanimous verdict. In determining the defendant’s guilt
or innocence, he said, one may consider his actions before, during, and after the crime was
committed. The judge reminded the jury that the defendant is presumed innocent and that the
State has the burden to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. The judge finally clarified
what constitutes second degree murder; This homicide offense includes murder committed
in a reckless or unmeditated manner, where the murderer purposefully knowingly caused
death of another person.
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Police Officer Race Manipulations – Picture Randomly Included at Beginning of Summary

Victim Race Manipulations – Picture Randomly Included at Beginning of Summary
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APPENDIX C: IRB APPROVAL LETTERS
IRB APPROVAL LETTER: PILOT
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IRB APPROVAL LETTER: STUDY ONE
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IRB APPROVAL LETTER: STUDY TWO
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IRB APPROVAL LETTER MODIFICATION FOR STUDY TWO
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